Chinese Animal Predictions for 2017. Year of the Yin Fire Rooster (Ding
You)
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“Look for something positive in each day, even if some days you have to
look a little harder.”
Are you really prepared for 2017?

I am sure that there will be a vast amount of Tigers who will be relieved to see the back of the
Monkey year and eager to make a start on the year of the Rooster on the 28th January 2017
although I know for a fact that there have been a lot of Tigers who have enjoyed a successful
year of the Monkey as I keep in regular contact with some of my clients who have updated
me on their progress throughout the year and although the Tiger was predicted trouble over
the year, by following the Annual Advice that we gave and placing their Annual Cures and
Enhancer Kit, they managed to avoid a lot of problems that were indicated and enjoy some
big successes in their lives.
The conflict animal for 2017, year of the Yin Fire Rooster is the Rabbit and they will have
aspects of their life that are going to require care although there will also be some fortunate
areas to look forward to. By following the advice for the Chinese Animals for 2017, all of the
Chinese Animals can make the most of the year of the Yin Fire Rooster along with the fine
tuning of our powerful Feng Shui Software to get as good a result as possible. As we come
into the year of the Rooster, we will need some special cures and enhancers in 2017 to make
the most of the year and this is especially the case for certain animals.
Those born in the year of the Rabbit could be affected by the conflicting influences of the
year of the Yin Fire Rooster. Although the Rabbit is the conflict animal of the Rooster year,
those born in the year of the Rabbit should be aware of potential difficulties they may
encounter during the year and take extra care in whatever they do without taking
unnecessary risks in all aspects of their life. Regardless, if you follow the advice here you can
avoid many problems, in our opinion so do not panic. It should be noted that there are five
different types of each Chinese Animal (fire, water, wood, earth, metal) which depends on
the year you were born and each different animal will have different predictions for the year
ahead; you can find out more about this in our 2017 Feng Shui guide.

For example:
Metal Rabbit: 1951
Water Rabbit: 1963
Wood Rabbit: 1919, 1975
Fire Rabbit: 1927, 1987
Earth Rabbit: 1939, 1999
The degree of this influence varies from one person to another. One of the major
considerations is the heavenly stem of the year in which one was born so if you were born in
1927 or 1987 which would be a Fire Rabbit, the year will not be bad at all.
Chinese astrology and western astrology are two very different things. Chinese astrology is
used to inform people of what they could place and how they can make certain changes to
their lifestyle and also how to apply cures and enhancers to avoid any problems that could
potentially arise in their life; Chinese astrology is also about having the information in
advance so that they can prepare themselves for the eventualities of the year ahead.
Most of the time, prevention is the best Cure and by knowing what could take place in the
year ahead, you can avoid a lot of problems predicted. The information that we publish every
year on this site will help you to be prepared and make informed decisions throughout the
year of the Rooster for certain aspects that may affect your well-being and endeavours. It is
important that you know when and how to avoid bad influences during 2017 and also when
and how to make the most of the good influences.
If you follow the advice for your Chinese Animal for the year of the Rooster, you will be able
to avoid a lot of problems that are predicted for the year; it is also important that you begin
the year with a positive and determined attitude with a desire to accomplish your goals as
this can play a huge role in your successes of the year. You can also avoid a lot of problems by
reading our advice for the 2017 Flying Star (Xuan Kong) and For example: if your
Chinese Animal is a Tiger and you read below on our synopsis for the year or somewhere else
that the year ahead is going to be problematic for you, you can honestly avoid many
problems by thinking positive and researching your Flying Star chart and looking for the
source of the problem in your home and make the most of the good areas of your home and
office and suppress the negative influences of the bad areas; It really is amazing how you can
find the source of problems going on in your life by checking your Flying Star chart for your
home or office.
I can guarantee that there will be a great deal of websites and other practitioners who will be
predicting a vast range of problems and disasters for the year of the Rooster for certain
animals although what they probably won’t mention is that even though there is likely to be
problems this year for certain animals, there is always a solution and is something that we
have written in to our synopsis for all animals for the last 17 years. Please take this advice
with a pinch of salt and have a fantastic year of the Rooster.
I would recommend that you prepare your annual cures and enhancers as soon as possible as
it really is crucial to get this right although please do not place your Cures for 2017 before the
3rd February 2017 as this is the beginning date for when the Annual Flying Stars change for
the year ahead. You should find that being prepared for the year ahead by planning your
cures and enhancers will allow you to avoid the stresses of this when the time comes to place
these and will help you get off to a good start in 2017 and set the foundations for a trouble
free year; make sure that you check back at the beginning of every month on here for our
monthly updates to be even more prepared for the year ahead. If you want to be fully
prepared, you could use our professional Flying Star Feng Shui Software or 2017

Tong Shu Almanac Software which will give you total control on an annual and monthly
basis. This year we have combined the software with our annual cures kit to give you even
better value and savings.
Those born in the year of the Rabbit may be affected by the conflicting influences of the year
of the Yin Fire Rooster (Ding You) year. In saying this, we hope that those born in the year of
the Rabbit are aware of potential difficulties they may encounter during the year and take
extra care in whatever they do and avoid taking undue risks. The degree of influence varies
from one person to another. One of the major considerations is the heavenly stem of the year
in which one was born, more on this later.
http://www.fengshuiweb.co.uk/advice/chineseanimalcalculator.htm
To find your animal sign, open the link above and locate your date of birth. If you are unsure
of your Chinese Animal maybe consider using our Feng Shui software that calculates it
automatically along with personal Gua, flying stars, annual, fixed and monthly and so much
more.
Some examples:





Born 3rd February 1958 = Rooster
Born 5th February 1958 = Dog
Born 3rd February 1987 = Tiger
Born 5th February 1987 = Rabbit
2017 is the 4715th year of the Chinese calendar.

In China, the solar calendar of the Ding You (Yin Fire Rooster) year starts on 3rd February
2017 at 23:34 China time. In the UK, the new solar year starts on 3rd February 2017
at 15:34. In Washington USA it will start 3rd February 2017 at 10:34 and if you live in
Barcelona you would place your cures at 16:34. Every year we put together a page on Chinese
New Year world times 2017 that will help you confirm the times and dates for the Chinese
New Year’s Solar and lunar. This is not the Chinese New Year 2017 you would celebrate;
please check this website for further details.
“Every accomplishment starts with the decision to try.”
2017 Chinese Animal Predictions for the Rat
With the year of the Rooster beginning on the 28th January 2017, the Rat will be keen to
make this a year of promise and success and they will have a lot working in their favour. The
Rat will experience some problems in the year of the Rooster, as will every other animal
although they should be able to put their skills and talents to use and turn the low points in
to their successes.
The Rat can greatly benefit from their intuition this year as there will be important factors
that will need careful consideration throughout 2017 and by taking the time to think things
over before rushing in to something, the Rat can save themselves a lot of future trouble. The
Rat will need to assert their confidence when questioned this year as they may find
themselves being challenged at times and a confident and positive attitude can help them a
great deal in the year of the Rooster.

Single Rats can look forward to some exciting romantic encounters with others this year if
they are active in their search for love although this will more than likely need to develop
naturally as skipping key steps in a new relationship could lead to the relationship
dissipating quickly; don’t be afraid to sit down and get to know someone new. It is possible
that the Rat will find a lifelong partner this year and this will depend on whether or not they
take the above advice. There will be many Rats who do not find true love in the year of the
Rooster although they will still be able to enjoy the time they spending getting to know new
people and can learn from their experiences.
For the Rat who is already in a relationship, this can be an important year of progress and
strengthening with their love life. The Rat should communicate well with their partner and
be sure to speak about their problems and ambitions as their partner can do a great deal to
help and advise them. With regards to home improvements, vacations and other ideas
involving their partner, the year of the Rooster is very much a time to practise good
communicational skills and mutual agreement before going ahead with something as this
can help strengthen a bond between the Rat and their partner. The Rat can receive a huge
amount of support from their partner this year when they converse clearly and regularly with
them.
The Rats home life is looking promising this year and can see some changes take place in
their home in the year of the Rooster. There will be many Rats looking to move home this
year and this will require careful consideration and patience as the house moving process can
be painfully long and trying to rush and bypass certain processes could cause financial loss.
Any rats that are content and settled in their home can do well when they make changes and
renovate this year although this will also require careful planning and consideration in order
to be successful. The Rat may encounter some obstacles in their changes in the year of the
Rooster although they should be able to use their skills to work around this before it becomes
an inconvenience.
The Rats work life is looking to see a lot of change this year and there will be many Rats
experiencing a lot of pressure in the work place during the year of the Rooster as new
procedures are implemented and new staff arrive which may be disconcerting to the Rat
although they would be wise to use this to their advantage to get ahead this year and prove
their worth; what may seem as an obstacle could soon become an opportunity this year. The
year of the Rooster is looking to be a perfect time for the Rat to show their strong points and
strengthen their position in their work place.
Those looking for work and those looking to change career could look forward to sudden
developments during the year of the Rooster. It is crucial that the Rat stays motivated in
their job search this year as I can guarantee that most Rats will experience rejection over the
year which will be very disheartening although they should find that their opportunity comes
from an unexpected role or company this year which can lead to a long term position. The
year of the Rooster should help the Rat to show their skills and knowledge in 2017, leading to
respect and trust from potential new employers.
The Rat will also need to practise good communicational skills within their work place this
year. The Rat will also need to consider what they think is best this year as they should
ensure that they are happy with something they commit themselves to. The Rat can gain a lot
of help from someone who has experienced what the Rat is currently going through and
would be wish to seek help when it is needed.
The Rats finances are looking good although they will need to budget wisely and put some
money aside for a rainy day during the year of the Rooster. The Rat will likely have a lot of
outgoings this year with potentially moving house or making changes in the home and the
Rat will need to budget wisely or they could find themselves having to miss out in other areas

of their life in order to pay for the essentials. Careful planning can help the Rat carry out
their plans and purchases this year with ease.
The Rat should try to put some money aside early in the year of the Rooster and save for a
special holiday with friends or loved ones this year. The Rat runs the risk of tiring themselves
out this year by taking on too much at one time and it is vital that they remember to take
time out regularly to unwind and relax. The Rat should also aim to manage their time wisely
during the year of the Rooster or they could find themselves letting others down and missing
out due to double booking.
The Rat should dedicate their free time to their personal hobbies and interests and if
possible, try to take part in activities with friends and loved ones as this can help keep their
social life thriving. The Rats social life is looking to bring great joy to their life this year and
they will value the time spent with friends. The Rat will need to converse well with friends
this year and talk over problems with them to avoid problems.
Overall, the year of the Rooster is looking very promising for the Rat and they will be able to
enjoy all areas of their life if they practise good communicational skills and take time to
consider their actions. Have a fantastic year of the Rooster.
As a Rat you are in affinity with the Ox. For your protection, you should have a key chain
pendant of an Ox or a Gold plated Chinese Animal protection Talisman of an Ox
with you at all times throughout the year in 2017.
Your lucky sectors: (astrological zone) is the North (352.5º - 7.5º) of the home or office. For
full details on 2017 flying star analysis follow this link.
If you are relocating your desk this year to face one of your favourable personal directions,
please be aware of the directions and locations of the annual afflictions. If you are unsure of
your Gua and best directions follow this link or maybe consider using our Feng Shui
software that calculates Gua, Chinese animal including element, flying stars, annual, fixed
and monthly and so much more.
If you would like to be informed in advance of the monthly, annual and fixed flying stars for
the rest of your life giving you the ultimate control of your home or business, you should
consider our advanced Feng Shui software; it is used by thousands of Feng Shui
Masters, Practitioners and students throughout the world. Combining this with
our new incredible and extremely powerful Tong Shu Almanac date selection
software this will make 2017 a better year indeed.

To enhance wealth, luck, business and career for the Rat in 2017:
The last Ding You Yin Fire Rooster years were in 1957, 1897 and 1837, each of the years were
unstable with severe clashes of energies and this year very special cures and enhancers are
need more than ever and the most influential and crucial cure and enhancer in 2017 is called
a Caiyuan Guang Jin Master Cure and can only to be used in a Yin Fire Rooster Ding You
years. The last time that this powerful cure and enhancer would have been used was in 1957
which was also a Yin Fire Rooster year although only a privileged few got to use it.

This cure is used to protect and enhance wealth and good luck in 2017, especially for the
eldest son or male of the home or office if a son is not present and more so if you run a
business from home although equally needed for females especially for wealth.
This Cure is only known to a few specialist Feng Shui Grand Masters and in the old days and
even now in Asia, you would need to employ a specialist Feng Shui Grand Master to call at
your home or business where they would come along with a specialist zhuanke (seal carver)
who would spend many hours carving the secret inscriptions on to the square earth plate in
to a Lo Shu grid relevant for the Ding You year and would be carved on a large piece of
translucent emerald-green Jade. The seal carver (zhuanke) and Feng Shui Master was
traditionally hired by emperors and the very wealthy and was seen as a symbol of great
wealth and power and this took many years of studying to perfect this specialist art form. To
create this enhancer and cure you need a square (earth element shape) made from a strong
earth element that must be smooth on one side and rippled on the other combined with a
yuan bao wealth ingot, i-ching coins and quartz crystals that are used to deflect sui and the
three killings that visit the east in 2017.
This is an extremely powerful enhancer and said to create wealth and also prevent its loss
and avoid bad luck in 2017.
The most crucial part of this cure and enhancer is the thought form clear quartz crystals
which are used to draw in the #8 star energy and permeate to the other eight palaces of the
lou shu making this a very powerful enhancer and one that we have gone to lengths creating
and sourcing the correct elements which took us over two years.
This is one of the most powerful and commanding cure and enhancer for wealth, health,
relationships and protection and because this cure is very important for wealth in 2017 we
included it standard in all our 2017 cures and enhancers kits. If you follow this link you will
find full details 2017 flying star analysis follow this link.
To enhance romance for the Rat in 2017:
Romance, academic and creative studies can be enhanced in the northeast (#4 star) and east
(#8 star) of your home, click here for further details. Whilst this #4 star is very auspicious,
without the necessary cures, the #4 star can bring both wanted and unwanted romantic
opportunities to the household if the correct cures are not put in place especially if you have
a main entrance or an important room like a master bedroom or living room.
The east also has a powerful #8 romance star although this can be troublesome if cures are
not placed and this is caused by the #8 clashing with Sui Po and the three killings In the east
palace in 2017 and this area of a home or office needs a very special Talisman to
counterbalance the #8 Annual star meeting Sui Po and the three killings. To enhance
romance and career in 2017 place a Xin Xiang Shi Cheng Wish and Romance enhancer in the
northeast of your home or business, you should also introduce some water colours like
shades of blue, black, grey and you can introduce these colours with a doormat, rug, cushion
cover, sofa throw, curtains or similar, it really is very easy to do.
Make sure you follow the 2017 Flying Star (Xuan Kong) recommendations. If your office or
bedroom is located in one of the directions mentioned, please be aware that in the months of
April, August, October and November 2017 you should make sure you at least place a Six
Chinese i-ching coins In a row tied in a row with red ribbon for these months especially if
you are not in good health or very stressed and especially for the eldest male or any male of a
home or business.
Avoiding bad luck in 2017

As we have the #2 black star enter the northwest of the lo shu in 2017 and special cures and
enhancers are needed more than ever but at the very least to help disperse the negative
effects, you should hang a set of six Chinese coins tied with red ribbon and a salt water cure
in the northwest and south of your home or office this year to control the #5 and #2 stars.
For full details on 2017 flying star analysis follow this link. This is very important in
2017 especially if you have a main door, bedroom, office, lounge or other important room in
the northwest, south, west or southwest.
This is just a small part of what you can do to ensure 2017 will be a good year and to further
enhance 2017 check out the monthly almanac, flying stars and animal predictions as
it not only recommends good and bad days to carry out certain tasks, it will also advise if it is
good for your animal sign.
If you would like to be informed in advance of the monthly, annual and fixed flying stars
giving you the ultimate control of your home or business, you should consider our 2017
advanced Feng Shui software; it is used by thousands of Feng Shui Masters, Practitioners
and students throughout the world. Combining this with our new incredible and extremely
powerful Tong Shu Almanac date selection software this will make 2017 a better year indeed.
The Three Killings – east (52.5-127.5) –
It is important that you try not to make any form of noisy renovations or re-decorative work
in the east part of your house or office between February 3rd 2017 and February 3rd 2018.
You should not disturb the ground by digging holes, digging foundations or conduct any
maintenance work with any noisy equipment in this area inside or outside your property or
garden. If you have no option but to perform work in the east, I would advise that you place a
6 Metal rod wind chime in the east in 2017 around the time the work is being carried out.
This is the worst out of all the annual afflictions and in our home and business we take this
very seriously as in our 36 years’ experience with Feng Shui we have seen some pretty nasty
events from this energy when disturbed.
There are also another two other rules that you should follow regarding the Three Killings in
2017. Firstly, if you are moving your desk around this year, never sit with your back towards
the west, it is better to face east instead.
If your front door faces the east in 2017, you should take care as to not slam the door as the
Three Killings can be a lot more settled if the door is opened and shut calmly; this also
applies to internal doors and definitely the case if the east has a children’s bedroom located
here. The traditional cure is to place a Huo Zai Dragon and Ru Yi along with a Caiyuan
Guang Jin Master Cure in the east this year. The Huo Zai Dragon can help avoid a lot of
problems that can be brought on when the Three Killings visit the east and as we also have
Sui Po located here in 2017, it is vital that this area is kept calm and protected with the
relevant Cures and Enhancers. The Huo Zai Dragon really is a beautiful and powerful cure
especially as it is one of the most traditional cures in Feng Shui. You can also place a pair of
Fu Dogs or a Ba Gua Mirror here also.
If you need to urgently carry out repairs to your home or office in the east during the year of
the Yin Fire Rooster, you should place a six hollow metal rod wind chime between the
buildings and where the work is being carried out and ideally you should contact a
professional Feng Shui Consultant to select an auspicious date to start the work or you can
use our Tong Shu software.
Tai Sui (The Grand Duke of Jupiter) - west (262.5º - 277.5º)

Like the Three Killings, Tai Sui does not like to be disturbed either. The effects of Tai Sui can
be good or bad depending on the annual flying stars that coincide with its location and in
2017, we also have the visiting Chen 3 Jade (Lu Cun Xing) wood star in the west which can
cause problems if not treated correctly.
If your property or front door faces west in 2017, you must try to avoid the doors from
slamming when entering or leaving your home or office. You should avoid digging or
renovating your property in this area at all costs in 2017 if possible. If you have an office or
shop door in the west this year, I would recommend installing a soft close attachment if
possible and if you have children in your home, try to keep these doors from being slammed.
The traditional Chinese method to appease Tai Sui is to place a Yi Bai Fu Mian Qi Sheng Chi
Talisman and Tang Jie Tai Sui gold plated plaque for 2017 to pay respect and appease the
Deity. By paying respect to Grand Duke of Jupiter, we can weaken or avoid the problems this
can bring. This is really important this year and we have included the yi Bai Fu Mian qi
talisman and Tang Jie Tai Sui plaque in all our annual cures and enhancers kits. In 2017, the
ruling Tai Sui is great general Tang Jie who is one of 60 heavenly generals. The Tai Sui
plaque is plated in gold to represent wealth and was specially made for 2017, year of the Yin
Fire Rooster to be placed in the west. The magnetic hematite is used to represent earth which
creates a cycle of earth feeding Metal to enhance wealth in the west in the year of the
Rooster.
Sui Po (Year Breaker) - east (82.5º - 97.5º)
Sui Po year breaker occupies the division directly opposite Tai Sui Grand Duke, which for
2017 is east and is also the location of the Three Killings for the Yin Wood Rooster year. You
should treat this area the same as the other annual afflictions with no ground-breaking work,
renovations or any noisy activities. If disturbed this area can and usually will cause
immediate health problems especially with regards to the elderly, so please be very careful.
Traditionally to appease Sui Po in a Rooster year you need to display a Caiyuan Guang Jin
Master Cure and Huo Zai Dragon and Ru Yi which we have included in all of our 2017 Cures
and Enhancers kits.
If you have to carry out work or emergency repairs in the east, place a 6 Metal rod wind
chime between the buildings and where the work is being carried out and ideally you should
contact a professional Feng Shui Practitioner to select an auspicious date to start the work or
consult our Tong Shu date selection software.
The annual five yellow star- south (157.5-202.5)
The annual five yellow star has flown to the south in 2017. As we have the Annual #5 yellow
enter the south in 2017 we have the inherent fire energy of the south feeding the visiting
energy of the #5 earth star which can amplify all of the problems that the #5 is known to
bring such as sickness, lawsuits and major loss of wealth so it is vital that the south has as
much protection as possible. It is highly recommended not to disturb the south of your home
or business with noisy activities, renovations or maintenance work. When disturbed, the Five
Yellow can bring disaster, sickness, lawsuit and major loss of wealth so please be very careful
in the south in 2017 as it is very afflicted. You must place Six Chinese i-ching coins in a row ,
a six rod hollow metal wind chime and a salt water cure in the south to avoid the problems
that are associated the #5 yellow disaster star in 2017.
Please do not start panicking if you have a bedroom or office that is located in the south, west
or east in 2017, just start preparing to place your 2017 cures and enhancers kit as of the 3rd
February 2017 to ensure a trouble free year and also cleanse any old cures that you will be

reusing this year, and of course make sure you sign up for our free newsletter so you are kept
up to date with the monthly flying stars giving you even more control of your destiny. To give
you even better control, use our advanced Feng Shui 2017 software as this gives advanced
analysis of every home or office facing any direction in any part of the world.
2017 Chinese Animal Predictions for the Ox
The year of the Rooster starts on the 28th January 2017 and is looking to be an encouraging
year for the Ox. The Ox is very similar to the Rooster as they both favour planning and
steadiness in their life and this will serve them well during the year as they should have the
chance to make plans early for their goals and put their strengths to good use. Although the
year of the Rooster is overall looking good for the Ox, there will be certain areas of the Oxen’s
life that will require care and attention throughout the year and in particular, they will need
to take care when reading people or situations as this could lead to misreading situations.
There will be many Oxen who have been debating a change in their life for some time now
and the year of the Rooster can prove to be a perfect time for this to take place. Any Oxen
who have been considering a change in career, environment or social group could really
benefit from the influence that this year bring and should look in to their options to make
this change take place.
The Oxen’s work life is looking promising this year and those who decide to stay in their
current position could benefit from openings in the company which can keep them in the
same position but taking on additional duties which could lead to recognition and also
additional income. There should be a lot of opportunities for the Ox to climb the corporate
ladder. One area in the Oxen’s work life that will require care is dealing with co-workers as
there is a risk of the Oxen distrusting someone in their employment which could lead to
problems and separation in teams; the Oxen would be wise to avoid jumping in to
disagreements straight away and can benefit from taking a step back and evaluating the
situation.
There will be a great deal of Oxen who decide to change career this year and those who do so
should have luck on their side in finding a new position. The Ox will need to remain alert and
show a keen interest in their search although they should have luck very much on their side
once they are active in their search and can find a position quickly that can lead to a lot of big
opportunities in the close future.
Those looking for work during the year of the Rooster can look forward to good luck in their
search in 2017 and could quickly find themselves in a position where they can quickly grow
in a company and advance with ease although this will not happen without actively searching
for employment. The Ox would be wise to hand out their details in to specific places that are
of interest to them this year and can really benefit from targeted networking events.
The Oxen’s finances will require some care this year as there is risk of misunderstandings
with agreements or funds which could lead to financial problems; luckily, being aware of
potential problems can help to stop them from manifesting and the Oxen should remember
this advice and avoid rushing in to contracts, signing paperwork and impulse purchases until
they have evaluated the implications. When lending money to others during the year of the
Rooster, the Ox will need to be careful when this is done by a verbal agreement as this could
lead to losses in both finances and friendship if they are not careful.
The Oxen’s personal interests can bring a great deal of joy during the year of the Rooster and
the Oxen can really develop their existing hobbies and interests as the year goes on and also
learn a great deal when trying their hand at something new. The Oxen tends to enjoy a

challenge and will delight in how new pursuits can develop. Any Oxen who enjoy social and
joint activities can really benefit this year as the can be put in to contact with a great deal of
likeminded people.
The Oxen’s social life is looking very promising during the year of the Rooster and they
should see a big rise in social activity towards the second half of the year. Any Oxen who tend
to keep themselves to themselves can really benefit from interacting with others this year
and looking in to local events and activities. It can benefit the Ox to look in to new places and
situations to enjoy with others this year.
The Oxen’s love life is looking very good this year, especially for those who entered a recent
relationship during the year of the Goat. Those who are fairly new to a relationship should
prefer to take things slow as this is a common attribute of the Ox and this will serve them
well as the relationship can develop steadily as the year goes on creating a strong bond.
The Oxen’s home life should see a lot of promising changes take place during the year of the
Rooster and there will be many beginning the year by making plans on how they would like
their home to develop throughout the year. The Oxen should carefully plan out their budget
and timeframe when taking on projects around the home as they could find themselves
overpaying or not getting the results they had hoped for if they rush in to something this
year.
One area that can bring great delight to the Ox this year is their family life; the Oxen can
enjoy time with their family this year and will delight in the events they participate in with
them. The Ox is great at organising in nature and should find themselves very much the
backbone of family time this year and they can arrange some great times with their family
members which can help create a strong relationship with others throughout the year of the
Rooster.
Overall, this is looking to be a great year for the Rooster with a lot to look forward to and
although their finances and interactions will require care at times, the Ox will still have a
great deal to look forward to and to achieve. Have a fantastic year of the Rooster.
As an Ox you are in affinity with the Rat. For your protection, you should have a key chain
pendant of a Rat or a Gold plated Chinese Animal protection Talisman of a Rat
with you at all times throughout the year.
Your lucky sectors: (astrological zone) is the Northeast (22.5º - 37.5º) of the home or
office. For full details on 2017 flying star analysis follow this link.
If you are relocating your desk this year to face one of your favourable personal directions,
please be aware of the directions and locations of the annual afflictions. If you are unsure of
your Gua and best directions follow this link or maybe consider using our Feng Shui
software that calculates Gua, Chinese animal including element, flying stars, annual, fixed
and monthly and so much more.
If you would like to be informed in advance of the monthly, annual and fixed flying stars for
the rest of your life giving you the ultimate control of your home or business, you should
consider our advanced Feng Shui software; it is used by thousands of Feng Shui
Masters, Practitioners and students throughout the world. Combining this with
our new incredible and extremely powerful Tong Shu Almanac date selection
software this will make 2017 a better year indeed.

To enhance wealth, luck, business and career for the Ox in 2017:
The last Ding You Yin Fire Rooster years were in 1957, 1897 and 1837, each of the years were
unstable with severe clashes of energies and this year very special cures and enhancers are
need more than ever and the most influential and crucial cure and enhancer in 2017 is called
a Caiyuan Guang Jin Master Cure and can only to be used in a Yin Fire Rooster Ding You
years. The last time that this powerful cure and enhancer would have been used was in 1957
which was also a Yin Fire Rooster year although only a privileged few got to use it.
This cure is used to protect and enhance wealth and good luck in 2017, especially for the
eldest son or male of the home or office if a son is not present and more so if you run a
business from home although equally needed for females especially for wealth.
This Cure is only known to a few specialist Feng Shui Grand Masters and in the old days and
even now in Asia, you would need to employ a specialist Feng Shui Grand Master to call at
your home or business where they would come along with a specialist zhuanke (seal carver)
who would spend many hours carving the secret inscriptions on to the square earth plate in
to a Lo Shu grid relevant for the Ding You year and would be carved on a large piece of
translucent emerald-green Jade. The seal carver (zhuanke) and Feng Shui Master was
traditionally hired by emperors and the very wealthy and was seen as a symbol of great
wealth and power and this took many years of studying to perfect this specialist art form. To
create this enhancer and cure you need a square (earth element shape) made from a strong
earth element that must be smooth on one side and rippled on the other combined with a
yuan bao wealth ingot, i-ching coins and quartz crystals that are used to deflect sui and the
three killings that visit the east in 2017.
This is an extremely powerful enhancer and said to create wealth and also prevent its loss
and avoid bad luck in 2017.
The most crucial part of this cure and enhancer is the thought form clear quartz crystals
which are used to draw in the #8 star energy and permeate to the other eight palaces of the
lou shu making this a very powerful enhancer and one that we have gone to lengths creating
and sourcing the correct elements which took us over two years.
This is one of the most powerful and commanding cure and enhancer for wealth, health,
relationships and protection and because this cure is very important for wealth in 2017 we
included it standard in all our 2017 cures and enhancers kits. If you follow this link you will
find full details 2017 flying star analysis follow this link.
To enhance romance for the Ox in 2017:
Romance, academic and creative studies can be enhanced in the northeast (#4 star) and east
(#8 star) of your home, click here for further details. Whilst this #4 star is very auspicious,
without the necessary cures, the #4 star can bring both wanted and unwanted romantic
opportunities to the household if the correct cures are not put in place especially if you have
a main entrance or an important room like a master bedroom or living room.
The east also has a powerful #8 romance star although this can be troublesome if cures are
not placed and this is caused by the #8 clashing with Sui Po and the three killings In the east
palace in 2017 and this area of a home or office needs a very special Talisman to
counterbalance the #8 Annual star meeting Sui Po and the three killings. To enhance
romance and career in 2017 place a Xin Xiang Shi Cheng Wish and Romance enhancer in the

northeast of your home or business, you should also introduce some water colours like
shades of blue, black, grey and you can introduce these colours with a doormat, rug, cushion
cover, sofa throw, curtains or similar, it really is very easy to do.
Make sure you follow the 2017 Flying Star (Xuan Kong) recommendations. If your office or
bedroom is located in one of the directions mentioned, please be aware that in the months of
April, August, October and November 2017 you should make sure you at least place a Six
Chinese i-ching coins In a row tied in a row with red ribbon for these months especially if
you are not in good health or very stressed and especially for the eldest male or any male of a
home or business.
Avoiding bad luck in 2017
As we have the #2 black star enter the northwest of the lo shu in 2017 and special cures and
enhancers are needed more than ever but at the very least to help disperse the negative
effects, you should hang a set of six Chinese coins tied with red ribbon and a salt water cure
in the northwest and south of your home or office this year to control the #5 and #2 stars.
For full details on 2017 flying star analysis follow this link. This is very important in
2017 especially if you have a main door, bedroom, office, lounge or other important room in
the northwest, south, west or southwest.
This is just a small part of what you can do to ensure 2017 will be a good year and to further
enhance 2017 check out the monthly almanac, flying stars and animal predictions as
it not only recommends good and bad days to carry out certain tasks, it will also advise if it is
good for your animal sign.
If you would like to be informed in advance of the monthly, annual and fixed flying stars
giving you the ultimate control of your home or business, you should consider our 2017
advanced Feng Shui software; it is used by thousands of Feng Shui Masters, Practitioners
and students throughout the world. Combining this with our new incredible and extremely
powerful Tong Shu Almanac date selection software this will make 2017 a better year indeed.
The Three Killings – east (52.5-127.5) –
It is important that you try not to make any form of noisy renovations or re-decorative work
in the east part of your house or office between February 3rd 2017 and February 3rd 2018.
You should not disturb the ground by digging holes, digging foundations or conduct any
maintenance work with any noisy equipment in this area inside or outside your property or
garden. If you have no option but to perform work in the east, I would advise that you place a
6 Metal rod wind chime in the east in 2017 around the time the work is being carried out.
This is the worst out of all the annual afflictions and in our home and business we take this
very seriously as in our 36 years’ experience with Feng Shui we have seen some pretty nasty
events from this energy when disturbed.
There are also another two other rules that you should follow regarding the Three Killings in
2017. Firstly, if you are moving your desk around this year, never sit with your back towards
the west, it is better to face east instead.
If your front door faces the east in 2017, you should take care as to not slam the door as the
Three Killings can be a lot more settled if the door is opened and shut calmly; this also
applies to internal doors and definitely the case if the east has a children’s bedroom located
here. The traditional cure is to place a Huo Zai Dragon and Ru Yi along with a Caiyuan
Guang Jin Master Cure in the east this year. The Huo Zai Dragon can help avoid a lot of
problems that can be brought on when the Three Killings visit the east and as we also have
Sui Po located here in 2017, it is vital that this area is kept calm and protected with the

relevant Cures and Enhancers. The Huo Zai Dragon really is a beautiful and powerful cure
especially as it is one of the most traditional cures in Feng Shui. You can also place a pair of
Fu Dogs or a Ba Gua Mirror here also.
If you need to urgently carry out repairs to your home or office in the east during the year of
the Yin Fire Rooster, you should place a six hollow metal rod wind chime between the
buildings and where the work is being carried out and ideally you should contact a
professional Feng Shui Consultant to select an auspicious date to start the work or you can
use our Tong Shu software.
Tai Sui (The Grand Duke of Jupiter) - west (262.5º - 277.5º)
Like the Three Killings, Tai Sui does not like to be disturbed either. The effects of Tai Sui can
be good or bad depending on the annual flying stars that coincide with its location and in
2017, we also have the visiting Chen 3 Jade (Lu Cun Xing) wood star in the west which can
cause problems if not treated correctly.
If your property or front door faces west in 2017, you must try to avoid the doors from
slamming when entering or leaving your home or office. You should avoid digging or
renovating your property in this area at all costs in 2017 if possible. If you have an office or
shop door in the west this year, I would recommend installing a soft close attachment if
possible and if you have children in your home, try to keep these doors from being slammed.
The traditional Chinese method to appease Tai Sui is to place a Yi Bai Fu Mian Qi Sheng Chi
Talisman and Tang Jie Tai Sui gold plated plaque for 2017 to pay respect and appease the
Deity. By paying respect to Grand Duke of Jupiter, we can weaken or avoid the problems this
can bring. This is really important this year and we have included the yi Bai Fu Mian qi
talisman and Tang Jie Tai Sui plaque in all our annual cures and enhancers kits. In 2017, the
ruling Tai Sui is great general Tang Jie who is one of 60 heavenly generals. The Tai Sui
plaque is plated in gold to represent wealth and was specially made for 2017, year of the Yin
Fire Rooster to be placed in the west. The magnetic hematite is used to represent earth which
creates a cycle of earth feeding Metal to enhance wealth in the west in the year of the
Rooster.
Sui Po (Year Breaker) - east (82.5º - 97.5º)
Sui Po year breaker occupies the division directly opposite Tai Sui Grand Duke, which for
2017 is east and is also the location of the Three Killings for the Yin Wood Rooster year. You
should treat this area the same as the other annual afflictions with no ground-breaking work,
renovations or any noisy activities. If disturbed this area can and usually will cause
immediate health problems especially with regards to the elderly, so please be very careful.
Traditionally to appease Sui Po in a Rooster year you need to display a Caiyuan Guang Jin
Master Cure and Huo Zai Dragon and Ru Yi which we have included in all of our 2017 Cures
and Enhancers kits.
If you have to carry out work or emergency repairs in the east, place a 6 Metal rod wind
chime between the buildings and where the work is being carried out and ideally you should
contact a professional Feng Shui Practitioner to select an auspicious date to start the work or
consult our Tong Shu date selection software.
The annual five yellow star- south (157.5-202.5)
The annual five yellow star has flown to the south in 2017. As we have the Annual #5 yellow
enter the south in 2017 we have the inherent fire energy of the south feeding the visiting

energy of the #5 earth star which can amplify all of the problems that the #5 is known to
bring such as sickness, lawsuits and major loss of wealth so it is vital that the south has as
much protection as possible. It is highly recommended not to disturb the south of your home
or business with noisy activities, renovations or maintenance work. When disturbed, the Five
Yellow can bring disaster, sickness, lawsuit and major loss of wealth so please be very careful
in the south in 2017 as it is very afflicted. You must place Six Chinese i-ching coins in a row ,
a six rod hollow metal wind chime and a salt water cure in the south to avoid the problems
that are associated the #5 yellow disaster star in 2017.
Please do not start panicking if you have a bedroom or office that is located in the south, west
or east in 2017, just start preparing to place your 2017 cures and enhancers kit as of the 3rd
February 2017 to ensure a trouble free year and also cleanse any old cures that you will be
reusing this year, and of course make sure you sign up for our free newsletter so you are kept
up to date with the monthly flying stars giving you even more control of your destiny. To give
you even better control, use our advanced Feng Shui 2017 software as this gives advanced
analysis of every home or office facing any direction in any part of the world.
2017 Chinese Animal Predictions for the Tiger
The year of the Yin Fire Rooster will begin on the 28th January 2017 and is looking to be a
year of promise and progress for the Tiger. There will be many aspects of the Tigers life that
can see improvements this year although the Tiger will need to accept the help and support
of others as they can receive a lot of help from others in the year of the Rooster and while the
Tiger does tend to have a bit of a defiant streak, they would be wise to tame this and accept
help from others in order to succeed.
The Tigers work life should see some overdue rewards appear this year and there will be
many Tigers who will climb the corporate ladder early on in the year of the Rooster with ease
from previous input in the work place. A great deal of Tigers may find that the work that they
put in this year will quickly lead to exciting developments and recognition although big tasks
and projects should not be taken on alone and the Tiger should welcome advice and help
from others as this teamwork can bring very good results. If the Tiger is given the chance to
network this year, they should take this opportunity as they may find themselves put in
touch with some very valuable contacts in 2017.
Those looking to change career and those looking for work in general should look to others
for help this year as they should find that by making their interests know to others and
employment agencies can greatly increase their chances of finding a position that is of
interest to the Tiger.
Finances are looking promising for the Tiger during the year of the Rooster although the
Tiger will need to apply care where their outgoings are concerned. There will be a lot of
Tigers who will see increased income this year due to their successes in their work place and
this extra money should not be squandered on unnecessary items and should be used wisely
in order to avoid any costly surprises that may take place this year; with careful planning and
shopping around, the Tiger can manage their finances very well this year.
One area that the Tiger should put money aside for during the year of the Rooster is travel;
the Tiger can really benefit from taking a trip this year and would be wise to plan ahead and
research new places and the best value options available to them.
The Tiger should find that their free time is a valuable thing this year and could find
themselves having to miss out on their own personal interests and hobbies which I would
suggest that the Tiger definitely makes time for this. It would be wise for the Tiger to

dedicate time to their interests this year as this will bring a lot of joy and relaxation to their
life and could even encourage new ideas and ventures.
The Tigers social life is looking very promising this year and the Tiger should find themselves
put in contact with new people regularly throughout the year of the Rooster. This year, the
Tiger can receive a great deal of support from others and should find help nearby most of the
time. The Rooster would be wise to make time for others this year as this can prove very
beneficial.
The Tigers love life is looking to be nice and peaceful this year with little to worry about
although it would be wise to follow the Annual Flying Stars and take a look at the Monthly
Stars also in order to make sure things are well in their home. Single Tigers could find love
this year with such a good forecast of support and interaction coming up in their life and the
Tiger would be wise to socialise if they are looking for a partner.
The Tigers home life will be an area of change and action this year and there will be many
who find their home as a vital part of their life this year and will see a lot take place as the
year progresses which can be a great thing for Tigers with big families as the focus will very
much be based on home life. The Tiger will need to practise good patience as there could be
changes taking place and a calm approach can go a long way in the year of the Rooster.
One way that the Tiger can make the most of this year is to set goal to work towards and look
to complete them throughout the year; this could be planning a trip, saving for something or
even just arranging a dinner with friends or loved ones; when the Tiger has something to
work towards, their positive nature will help them achieve things quickly.
Overall, this is looking to be a very progressive year for the Tiger with a lot taking place and
they can really benefit from what this year has to offer with little to worry about. Have a
fantastic year of the Rooster.
You are in affinity with the Pig/Boar. For your protection, you should have a key chain
pendant of a Pig or a Gold plated Chinese Animal protection Talisman of a Pig with
you at all times.
Your lucky sector: (astrological zone) is the Northeast (52.5º – 67.5º) of the home or office.
For full details on 2017 flying star analysis follow this link.
If you are relocating your desk this year to face one of your favourable personal directions,
please be aware of the directions and locations of the annual afflictions. If you are unsure of
your Gua and best directions follow this link or maybe consider using our Feng Shui
software that calculates Gua, Chinese animal including element, flying stars, annual, fixed
and monthly and so much more.
If you would like to be informed in advance of the monthly, annual and fixed flying stars for
the rest of your life giving you the ultimate control of your home or business, you should
consider our advanced Feng Shui software; it is used by thousands of Feng Shui
Masters, Practitioners and students throughout the world. Combining this with
our new incredible and extremely powerful Tong Shu Almanac date selection
software this will make 2017 a better year indeed.

To enhance wealth, luck, business and career for the Tiger in 2017:

The last Ding You Yin Fire Rooster years were in 1957, 1897 and 1837, each of the years were
unstable with severe clashes of energies and this year very special cures and enhancers are
need more than ever and the most influential and crucial cure and enhancer in 2017 is called
a Caiyuan Guang Jin Master Cure and can only to be used in a Yin Fire Rooster Ding You
years. The last time that this powerful cure and enhancer would have been used was in 1957
which was also a Yin Fire Rooster year although only a privileged few got to use it.
This cure is used to protect and enhance wealth and good luck in 2017, especially for the
eldest son or male of the home or office if a son is not present and more so if you run a
business from home although equally needed for females especially for wealth.
This Cure is only known to a few specialist Feng Shui Grand Masters and in the old days and
even now in Asia, you would need to employ a specialist Feng Shui Grand Master to call at
your home or business where they would come along with a specialist zhuanke (seal carver)
who would spend many hours carving the secret inscriptions on to the square earth plate in
to a Lo Shu grid relevant for the Ding You year and would be carved on a large piece of
translucent emerald-green Jade. The seal carver (zhuanke) and Feng Shui Master was
traditionally hired by emperors and the very wealthy and was seen as a symbol of great
wealth and power and this took many years of studying to perfect this specialist art form. To
create this enhancer and cure you need a square (earth element shape) made from a strong
earth element that must be smooth on one side and rippled on the other combined with a
yuan bao wealth ingot, i-ching coins and quartz crystals that are used to deflect sui and the
three killings that visit the east in 2017.
This is an extremely powerful enhancer and said to create wealth and also prevent its loss
and avoid bad luck in 2017.
The most crucial part of this cure and enhancer is the thought form clear quartz crystals
which are used to draw in the #8 star energy and permeate to the other eight palaces of the
lou shu making this a very powerful enhancer and one that we have gone to lengths creating
and sourcing the correct elements which took us over two years.
This is one of the most powerful and commanding cure and enhancer for wealth, health,
relationships and protection and because this cure is very important for wealth in 2017 we
included it standard in all our 2017 cures and enhancers kits. If you follow this link you will
find full details 2017 flying star analysis follow this link.
To enhance romance for the Tiger in 2017:
Romance, academic and creative studies can be enhanced in the northeast (#4 star) and east
(#8 star) of your home, click here for further details. Whilst this #4 star is very auspicious,
without the necessary cures, the #4 star can bring both wanted and unwanted romantic
opportunities to the household if the correct cures are not put in place especially if you have
a main entrance or an important room like a master bedroom or living room.
The east also has a powerful #8 romance star although this can be troublesome if cures are
not placed and this is caused by the #8 clashing with Sui Po and the three killings In the east
palace in 2017 and this area of a home or office needs a very special Talisman to
counterbalance the #8 Annual star meeting Sui Po and the three killings. To enhance
romance and career in 2017 place a Xin Xiang Shi Cheng Wish and Romance enhancer in the
northeast of your home or business, you should also introduce some water colours like
shades of blue, black, grey and you can introduce these colours with a doormat, rug, cushion
cover, sofa throw, curtains or similar, it really is very easy to do.

Make sure you follow the 2017 Flying Star (Xuan Kong) recommendations. If your office or
bedroom is located in one of the directions mentioned, please be aware that in the months of
April, August, October and November 2017 you should make sure you at least place a Six
Chinese i-ching coins In a row tied in a row with red ribbon for these months especially if
you are not in good health or very stressed and especially for the eldest male or any male of a
home or business.
Avoiding bad luck in 2017
As we have the #2 black star enter the northwest of the lo shu in 2017 and special cures and
enhancers are needed more than ever but at the very least to help disperse the negative
effects, you should hang a set of six Chinese coins tied with red ribbon and a salt water cure
in the northwest and south of your home or office this year to control the #5 and #2 stars.
For full details on 2017 flying star analysis follow this link. This is very important in
2017 especially if you have a main door, bedroom, office, lounge or other important room in
the northwest, south, west or southwest.
This is just a small part of what you can do to ensure 2017 will be a good year and to further
enhance 2017 check out the monthly almanac, flying stars and animal predictions as
it not only recommends good and bad days to carry out certain tasks, it will also advise if it is
good for your animal sign.
If you would like to be informed in advance of the monthly, annual and fixed flying stars
giving you the ultimate control of your home or business, you should consider our 2017
advanced Feng Shui software; it is used by thousands of Feng Shui Masters, Practitioners
and students throughout the world. Combining this with our new incredible and extremely
powerful Tong Shu Almanac date selection software this will make 2017 a better year indeed.
The Three Killings – east (52.5-127.5) –
It is important that you try not to make any form of noisy renovations or re-decorative work
in the east part of your house or office between February 3rd 2017 and February 3rd 2018.
You should not disturb the ground by digging holes, digging foundations or conduct any
maintenance work with any noisy equipment in this area inside or outside your property or
garden. If you have no option but to perform work in the east, I would advise that you place a
6 Metal rod wind chime in the east in 2017 around the time the work is being carried out.
This is the worst out of all the annual afflictions and in our home and business we take this
very seriously as in our 36 years’ experience with Feng Shui we have seen some pretty nasty
events from this energy when disturbed.
There are also another two other rules that you should follow regarding the Three Killings in
2017. Firstly, if you are moving your desk around this year, never sit with your back towards
the west, it is better to face east instead.
If your front door faces the east in 2017, you should take care as to not slam the door as the
Three Killings can be a lot more settled if the door is opened and shut calmly; this also
applies to internal doors and definitely the case if the east has a children’s bedroom located
here. The traditional cure is to place a Huo Zai Dragon and Ru Yi along with a Caiyuan
Guang Jin Master Cure in the east this year. The Huo Zai Dragon can help avoid a lot of
problems that can be brought on when the Three Killings visit the east and as we also have
Sui Po located here in 2017, it is vital that this area is kept calm and protected with the
relevant Cures and Enhancers. The Huo Zai Dragon really is a beautiful and powerful cure
especially as it is one of the most traditional cures in Feng Shui. You can also place a pair of
Fu Dogs or a Ba Gua Mirror here also.

If you need to urgently carry out repairs to your home or office in the east during the year of
the Yin Fire Rooster, you should place a six hollow metal rod wind chime between the
buildings and where the work is being carried out and ideally you should contact a
professional Feng Shui Consultant to select an auspicious date to start the work or you can
use our Tong Shu software.
Tai Sui (The Grand Duke of Jupiter) - west (262.5º - 277.5º)
Like the Three Killings, Tai Sui does not like to be disturbed either. The effects of Tai Sui can
be good or bad depending on the annual flying stars that coincide with its location and in
2017, we also have the visiting Chen 3 Jade (Lu Cun Xing) wood star in the west which can
cause problems if not treated correctly.
If your property or front door faces west in 2017, you must try to avoid the doors from
slamming when entering or leaving your home or office. You should avoid digging or
renovating your property in this area at all costs in 2017 if possible. If you have an office or
shop door in the west this year, I would recommend installing a soft close attachment if
possible and if you have children in your home, try to keep these doors from being slammed.
The traditional Chinese method to appease Tai Sui is to place a Yi Bai Fu Mian Qi Sheng Chi
Talisman and Tang Jie Tai Sui gold plated plaque for 2017 to pay respect and appease the
Deity. By paying respect to Grand Duke of Jupiter, we can weaken or avoid the problems this
can bring. This is really important this year and we have included the yi Bai Fu Mian qi
talisman and Tang Jie Tai Sui plaque in all our annual cures and enhancers kits. In 2017, the
ruling Tai Sui is great general Tang Jie who is one of 60 heavenly generals. The Tai Sui
plaque is plated in gold to represent wealth and was specially made for 2017, year of the Yin
Fire Rooster to be placed in the west. The magnetic hematite is used to represent earth which
creates a cycle of earth feeding Metal to enhance wealth in the west in the year of the
Rooster.
Sui Po (Year Breaker) - east (82.5º - 97.5º)
Sui Po year breaker occupies the division directly opposite Tai Sui Grand Duke, which for
2017 is east and is also the location of the Three Killings for the Yin Wood Rooster year. You
should treat this area the same as the other annual afflictions with no ground-breaking work,
renovations or any noisy activities. If disturbed this area can and usually will cause
immediate health problems especially with regards to the elderly, so please be very careful.
Traditionally to appease Sui Po in a Rooster year you need to display a Caiyuan Guang Jin
Master Cure and Huo Zai Dragon and Ru Yi which we have included in all of our 2017 Cures
and Enhancers kits.
If you have to carry out work or emergency repairs in the east, place a 6 Metal rod wind
chime between the buildings and where the work is being carried out and ideally you should
contact a professional Feng Shui Practitioner to select an auspicious date to start the work or
consult our Tong Shu date selection software.
The annual five yellow star- south (157.5-202.5)
The annual five yellow star has flown to the south in 2017. As we have the Annual #5 yellow
enter the south in 2017 we have the inherent fire energy of the south feeding the visiting
energy of the #5 earth star which can amplify all of the problems that the #5 is known to
bring such as sickness, lawsuits and major loss of wealth so it is vital that the south has as
much protection as possible. It is highly recommended not to disturb the south of your home
or business with noisy activities, renovations or maintenance work. When disturbed, the Five

Yellow can bring disaster, sickness, lawsuit and major loss of wealth so please be very careful
in the south in 2017 as it is very afflicted. You must place Six Chinese i-ching coins in a row ,
a six rod hollow metal wind chime and a salt water cure in the south to avoid the problems
that are associated the #5 yellow disaster star in 2017.
Please do not start panicking if you have a bedroom or office that is located in the south, west
or east in 2017, just start preparing to place your 2017 cures and enhancers kit as of the 3rd
February 2017 to ensure a trouble free year and also cleanse any old cures that you will be
reusing this year, and of course make sure you sign up for our free newsletter so you are kept
up to date with the monthly flying stars giving you even more control of your destiny. To give
you even better control, use our advanced Feng Shui 2017 software as this gives advanced
analysis of every home or office facing any direction in any part of the world.
2017 Chinese Animal Predictions for the Rabbit
The Rabbit tends to have a natural skill to evaluate situations at the beginning and assess the
best outcome which will serve them well in the year of the Rooster and will allow them to
avoid mistakes; this year will require some care and attention on the Rabbits part although
they can enjoy some big achievements when doing so this year.
The Rabbits work life could see some challenges this year and there will be many feeling
apprehensive about changes and new staff and while most will be eager to keep a low profile,
I would advise keeping a positive attitude as the Rabbit has the power to turn a negative in to
a positive with some effort.
Any Rabbits looking to move on to a new place of work and also those looking for work in
general can look forward to promising opportunities in the year of the Rooster. By making
their interest know and keeping an active approach to their job search, the Rabbit should
find that they find new fields that their skills can be put to good use and may end up in a
completely new environment which may be a challenge for the Rabbit although this is
nothing that they cannot overcome. New positions taken during the year of the Rooster can
lead to long term establishment in a good company.
The Rabbits finances are going to require care this year and they will need to keep a close
watch on their outgoings; without care, they could find themselves overspending. The Rabbit
should keep a very close eye on financial paperwork this year and make sure that they
completely understand what it is that they are signing up for as there is risk of financial loss
through mistakes being made. When the Rabbit is unsure about big purchases, they would
be wise to seek professional advice and it is always advised to get a second opinion; what
may take a bit of extra time could avoid a big loss.
The Rabbit can do a great deal to grow their knowledge base and personal skillset this year
and it is encouraged to try new things regularly throughout the year; some won’t stick,
although they can really develop some new interests as the year goes on. The Rabbit tends to
be an inquisitive person which will allow them to find new interests and topics that are of
interest to them and should be able to pursue them with great ease. Self-development can
prove beneficial in all areas of the Rabbits life this year from work, family life and even just a
new hobby to unwind.
Any Rabbits who are not very active would be wise to explore their options for fitness and
exercise early on in the year of the Rooster and should look at ways to stick to a regular
regime that is enjoyable to them as a new sport or exercise plan should stick with the Rabbit
in following years so it Is important to make sure this is enjoyable. Dormant Rabbits would

also benefit from better eating habits if they tend to divulge in junk food more often than
they should.
The Rabbits social life is looking very appealing this year and there are many Rabbits who
value the importance of friends and they will be able to enjoy close relations with long
established companions throughout the year of the Rooster. The Rabbit can resolve a lot of
problems and worries with the help of friends this year; it is recommended to seek advice
from close friends this year as Rooster years favour closeness. Single Rabbits and also those
who do not have a good social circle can benefit from a meeting of someone who can become
very close in little time. Socially, this is looking to be a great time for the Rabbit.
The Rabbits home life is also looking very enjoyable during the year of the Rooster and they
should find that their home becomes an area to escape the everyday stress and rush of life,
providing a place of peace and relaxation.
Overall, this is looking to be a good year for the Rabbit where they can really do well to
develop new skills and interests. Finances will require care and they may come across
stresses in their work life but this is nothing that is out of their control. Have a fantastic year
of the Rooster
You are in affinity with the Dog. For your protection, you should have a key chain pendant of
a Dog or a Gold plated Chinese Animal protection Talisman of a Dog with you at all
times.
Your lucky sector: (astrological zone) is the East (82.5º – 97.5º) of the home or office. For
more information on the Flying Stars click here.
If you are relocating your desk this year to face one of your favourable personal directions,
please be aware of the directions and locations of the annual afflictions. If you are unsure of
your Gua and best directions follow this link or maybe consider using our Feng Shui
software that calculates Gua, Chinese animal including element, flying stars, annual, fixed
and monthly and so much more.
If you would like to be informed in advance of the monthly, annual and fixed flying stars for
the rest of your life giving you the ultimate control of your home or business, you should
consider our advanced Feng Shui software; it is used by thousands of Feng Shui
Masters, Practitioners and students throughout the world. Combining this with
our new incredible and extremely powerful Tong Shu Almanac date selection
software this will make 2017 a better year indeed.

To enhance wealth, luck, business and career for the Rabbit in 2017:
The last Ding You Yin Fire Rooster years were in 1957, 1897 and 1837, each of the years were
unstable with severe clashes of energies and this year very special cures and enhancers are
need more than ever and the most influential and crucial cure and enhancer in 2017 is called
a Caiyuan Guang Jin Master Cure and can only to be used in a Yin Fire Rooster Ding You
years. The last time that this powerful cure and enhancer would have been used was in 1957
which was also a Yin Fire Rooster year although only a privileged few got to use it.

This cure is used to protect and enhance wealth and good luck in 2017, especially for the
eldest son or male of the home or office if a son is not present and more so if you run a
business from home although equally needed for females especially for wealth.
This Cure is only known to a few specialist Feng Shui Grand Masters and in the old days and
even now in Asia, you would need to employ a specialist Feng Shui Grand Master to call at
your home or business where they would come along with a specialist zhuanke (seal carver)
who would spend many hours carving the secret inscriptions on to the square earth plate in
to a Lo Shu grid relevant for the Ding You year and would be carved on a large piece of
translucent emerald-green Jade. The seal carver (zhuanke) and Feng Shui Master was
traditionally hired by emperors and the very wealthy and was seen as a symbol of great
wealth and power and this took many years of studying to perfect this specialist art form. To
create this enhancer and cure you need a square (earth element shape) made from a strong
earth element that must be smooth on one side and rippled on the other combined with a
yuan bao wealth ingot, i-ching coins and quartz crystals that are used to deflect sui and the
three killings that visit the east in 2017.
This is an extremely powerful enhancer and said to create wealth and also prevent its loss
and avoid bad luck in 2017.
The most crucial part of this cure and enhancer is the thought form clear quartz crystals
which are used to draw in the #8 star energy and permeate to the other eight palaces of the
lou shu making this a very powerful enhancer and one that we have gone to lengths creating
and sourcing the correct elements which took us over two years.
This is one of the most powerful and commanding cure and enhancer for wealth, health,
relationships and protection and because this cure is very important for wealth in 2017 we
included it standard in all our 2017 cures and enhancers kits. If you follow this link you will
find full details 2017 flying star analysis follow this link.
To enhance romance for the Rabbit in 2017:
Romance, academic and creative studies can be enhanced in the northeast (#4 star) and east
(#8 star) of your home, click here for further details. Whilst this #4 star is very auspicious,
without the necessary cures, the #4 star can bring both wanted and unwanted romantic
opportunities to the household if the correct cures are not put in place especially if you have
a main entrance or an important room like a master bedroom or living room.
The east also has a powerful #8 romance star although this can be troublesome if cures are
not placed and this is caused by the #8 clashing with Sui Po and the three killings In the east
palace in 2017 and this area of a home or office needs a very special Talisman to
counterbalance the #8 Annual star meeting Sui Po and the three killings. To enhance
romance and career in 2017 place a Xin Xiang Shi Cheng Wish and Romance enhancer in the
northeast of your home or business, you should also introduce some water colours like
shades of blue, black, grey and you can introduce these colours with a doormat, rug, cushion
cover, sofa throw, curtains or similar, it really is very easy to do.
Make sure you follow the 2017 Flying Star (Xuan Kong) recommendations. If your office or
bedroom is located in one of the directions mentioned, please be aware that in the months of
April, August, October and November 2017 you should make sure you at least place a Six
Chinese i-ching coins In a row tied in a row with red ribbon for these months especially if
you are not in good health or very stressed and especially for the eldest male or any male of a
home or business.
Avoiding bad luck in 2017

As we have the #2 black star enter the northwest of the lo shu in 2017 and special cures and
enhancers are needed more than ever but at the very least to help disperse the negative
effects, you should hang a set of six Chinese coins tied with red ribbon and a salt water cure
in the northwest and south of your home or office this year to control the #5 and #2 stars.
For full details on 2017 flying star analysis follow this link. This is very important in
2017 especially if you have a main door, bedroom, office, lounge or other important room in
the northwest, south, west or southwest.
This is just a small part of what you can do to ensure 2017 will be a good year and to further
enhance 2017 check out the monthly almanac, flying stars and animal predictions as
it not only recommends good and bad days to carry out certain tasks, it will also advise if it is
good for your animal sign.
If you would like to be informed in advance of the monthly, annual and fixed flying stars
giving you the ultimate control of your home or business, you should consider our 2017
advanced Feng Shui software; it is used by thousands of Feng Shui Masters, Practitioners
and students throughout the world. Combining this with our new incredible and extremely
powerful Tong Shu Almanac date selection software this will make 2017 a better year indeed.
The Three Killings – east (52.5-127.5) –
It is important that you try not to make any form of noisy renovations or re-decorative work
in the east part of your house or office between February 3rd 2017 and February 3rd 2018.
You should not disturb the ground by digging holes, digging foundations or conduct any
maintenance work with any noisy equipment in this area inside or outside your property or
garden. If you have no option but to perform work in the east, I would advise that you place a
6 Metal rod wind chime in the east in 2017 around the time the work is being carried out.
This is the worst out of all the annual afflictions and in our home and business we take this
very seriously as in our 36 years’ experience with Feng Shui we have seen some pretty nasty
events from this energy when disturbed.
There are also another two other rules that you should follow regarding the Three Killings in
2017. Firstly, if you are moving your desk around this year, never sit with your back towards
the west, it is better to face east instead.
If your front door faces the east in 2017, you should take care as to not slam the door as the
Three Killings can be a lot more settled if the door is opened and shut calmly; this also
applies to internal doors and definitely the case if the east has a children’s bedroom located
here. The traditional cure is to place a Huo Zai Dragon and Ru Yi along with a Caiyuan
Guang Jin Master Cure in the east this year. The Huo Zai Dragon can help avoid a lot of
problems that can be brought on when the Three Killings visit the east and as we also have
Sui Po located here in 2017, it is vital that this area is kept calm and protected with the
relevant Cures and Enhancers. The Huo Zai Dragon really is a beautiful and powerful cure
especially as it is one of the most traditional cures in Feng Shui. You can also place a pair of
Fu Dogs or a Ba Gua Mirror here also.
If you need to urgently carry out repairs to your home or office in the east during the year of
the Yin Fire Rooster, you should place a six hollow metal rod wind chime between the
buildings and where the work is being carried out and ideally you should contact a
professional Feng Shui Consultant to select an auspicious date to start the work or you can
use our Tong Shu software.
Tai Sui (The Grand Duke of Jupiter) - west (262.5º - 277.5º)

Like the Three Killings, Tai Sui does not like to be disturbed either. The effects of Tai Sui can
be good or bad depending on the annual flying stars that coincide with its location and in
2017, we also have the visiting Chen 3 Jade (Lu Cun Xing) wood star in the west which can
cause problems if not treated correctly.
If your property or front door faces west in 2017, you must try to avoid the doors from
slamming when entering or leaving your home or office. You should avoid digging or
renovating your property in this area at all costs in 2017 if possible. If you have an office or
shop door in the west this year, I would recommend installing a soft close attachment if
possible and if you have children in your home, try to keep these doors from being slammed.
The traditional Chinese method to appease Tai Sui is to place a Yi Bai Fu Mian Qi Sheng Chi
Talisman and Tang Jie Tai Sui gold plated plaque for 2017 to pay respect and appease the
Deity. By paying respect to Grand Duke of Jupiter, we can weaken or avoid the problems this
can bring. This is really important this year and we have included the yi Bai Fu Mian qi
talisman and Tang Jie Tai Sui plaque in all our annual cures and enhancers kits. In 2017, the
ruling Tai Sui is great general Tang Jie who is one of 60 heavenly generals. The Tai Sui
plaque is plated in gold to represent wealth and was specially made for 2017, year of the Yin
Fire Rooster to be placed in the west. The magnetic hematite is used to represent earth which
creates a cycle of earth feeding Metal to enhance wealth in the west in the year of the
Rooster.
Sui Po (Year Breaker) - east (82.5º - 97.5º)
Sui Po year breaker occupies the division directly opposite Tai Sui Grand Duke, which for
2017 is east and is also the location of the Three Killings for the Yin Wood Rooster year. You
should treat this area the same as the other annual afflictions with no ground-breaking work,
renovations or any noisy activities. If disturbed this area can and usually will cause
immediate health problems especially with regards to the elderly, so please be very careful.
Traditionally to appease Sui Po in a Rooster year you need to display a Caiyuan Guang Jin
Master Cure and Huo Zai Dragon and Ru Yi which we have included in all of our 2017 Cures
and Enhancers kits.
If you have to carry out work or emergency repairs in the east, place a 6 Metal rod wind
chime between the buildings and where the work is being carried out and ideally you should
contact a professional Feng Shui Practitioner to select an auspicious date to start the work or
consult our Tong Shu date selection software.
The annual five yellow star- south (157.5-202.5)
The annual five yellow star has flown to the south in 2017. As we have the Annual #5 yellow
enter the south in 2017 we have the inherent fire energy of the south feeding the visiting
energy of the #5 earth star which can amplify all of the problems that the #5 is known to
bring such as sickness, lawsuits and major loss of wealth so it is vital that the south has as
much protection as possible. It is highly recommended not to disturb the south of your home
or business with noisy activities, renovations or maintenance work. When disturbed, the Five
Yellow can bring disaster, sickness, lawsuit and major loss of wealth so please be very careful
in the south in 2017 as it is very afflicted. You must place Six Chinese i-ching coins in a row ,
a six rod hollow metal wind chime and a salt water cure in the south to avoid the problems
that are associated the #5 yellow disaster star in 2017.
Please do not start panicking if you have a bedroom or office that is located in the south, west
or east in 2017, just start preparing to place your 2017 cures and enhancers kit as of the 3rd
February 2017 to ensure a trouble free year and also cleanse any old cures that you will be

reusing this year, and of course make sure you sign up for our free newsletter so you are kept
up to date with the monthly flying stars giving you even more control of your destiny. To give
you even better control, use our advanced Feng Shui 2017 software as this gives advanced
analysis of every home or office facing any direction in any part of the world.
2017 Chinese Animal Predictions for the Dragon
The year of the Rooster begins on the 28th January 2017 and is looking to be a year of
encouragement and progress for the Dragon. They can make significant progress this year
and can look forward to unexpected developments throughout the year. Any Dragons
entering the year of the Rooster feeling despondent should discover a fresh start being
offered to them.
The Dragons work life is looking particularly encouraging this year and there will be many
who’s recent efforts will help them gain a lot of responsibility and recognition this year. The
Dragon should find that by practising good communicational skills with co-workers and
peers, they could be put forward for promotion or to fill a vacant role in their workplace in
the year of the Rooster.
There will be some Dragons who decide to move on to a new role this year which can go very
well for them; they would be wise to make their interest known to others as they could have
their name put forward for an opening and gain a new role with very little effort.
Those looking to change career and those looking for work in general can also look forward
to some really promising opportunities this year and may find their name being put forward
for a position in a large company. The Dragons reputation and skillset can help them a great
deal during the year of the Rooster.
The Dragon should find that they are encouraged to further develop their skills this year and
would be wise to take up any offers to train in new areas or refresher courses. Any Dragons
who would like to try their hand at something new can really benefit from the influence of
the Rooster year as it encourages creativity and can really develop skills quickly this year.
The Dragon can also do a great deal to further develop their personal hobbies and interests
this year and can also have a great deal of fun doing so. Whether trying their hand at a new
hobby or just exploring new ways to further their existing ones, the Dragon can really grow
on a personal level this year.
The Dragons finances are looking promising this year and there will be many who enjoy a
rise in income through their progress made at work and could even look forward to an
unexpected sum of money this year. In order for the Dragon to fully make the most of their
money, the Dragon will need to apply some care to their spending this year and check over
their outgoings to see if there are any payments that they can cancel. There will be many
Dragons who are drawn to technology this year and if making expensive purchases, would
benefit from shopping around before making impulsive purchases.
One area that the Dragon should give some serious though t to is taking a trip this year; the
Dragon should look in to exploring somewhere new that they have previously put off this
year and could even combine it with a special event. The Dragon can benefit from last minute
offers this year where travel is concerned.
One area of the Dragons life that will require care this year is their dealings with others. The
Dragon is looking to have a very busy year and as a result of this, could end up becoming too
involved in their own life and could end up neglecting friends and family which can bring

problems. The Dragon will need to dedicate time to others this year and also be prepared to
discuss problems before they turn in to something more serious. By taking the time to see
others, they can avoid a lot of problems and avoid lost relationships.
Although the Dragon will need to apply care with friends and loved ones, this does not mean
that the year of the Rooster will be bad on a social level; the Dragon will have a lot to look
forward to throughout the year and with care, can enjoy some great times with friends. The
Dragon will need to apply care with their love life this year as though could find themselves
in disagreements or becoming distant to their partner through lack of effort. New
relationships should be taken slowly rather than rushed this year.
The Dragons home life is looking promising this year as long as they dedicate time to their
family as there is risk of the Dragon not spending enough time with loved ones due to other
commitments such as work. The Dragons finances can allow them to make some good
purchases this year and enjoy some great times with others if they make the time for others.
Overall, this is looking to be an encouraging year for the Dragon and although they will need
to be mindful of others and remember to balance all areas of their life, there should be a
great deal to look forward to. Have a fantastic year of the Rooster.
You are in affinity with the Rooster. For enhancement keep a key chain pendant of a
Rooster or a Gold plated Chinese Animal protection Talisman of a Rooster with
you at all times.
Your lucky sector: (astrological zone) is the Southeast (112.5º – 127.5º) of the home or office.
Although the southeast is your astrological zone. For full information on the 2017 Flying
Stars click here.
If you are relocating your desk this year to face one of your favourable personal directions,
please be aware of the directions and locations of the annual afflictions. If you are unsure of
your Gua and best directions follow this link or maybe consider using our Feng Shui
software that calculates Gua, Chinese animal including element, flying stars, annual, fixed
and monthly and so much more.
If you would like to be informed in advance of the monthly, annual and fixed flying stars for
the rest of your life giving you the ultimate control of your home or business, you should
consider our advanced Feng Shui software; it is used by thousands of Feng Shui Masters,
Practitioners and students throughout the world. Combining this with our new incredible
and extremely powerful Tong Shu Almanac date selection software this will make 2017 a
better year indeed.

To enhance wealth, luck, business and career for the Dragon in 2017:
The last Ding You Yin Fire Rooster years were in 1957, 1897 and 1837, each of the years were
unstable with severe clashes of energies and this year very special cures and enhancers are
need more than ever and the most influential and crucial cure and enhancer in 2017 is called
a Caiyuan Guang Jin Master Cure and can only to be used in a Yin Fire Rooster Ding You
years. The last time that this powerful cure and enhancer would have been used was in 1957
which was also a Yin Fire Rooster year although only a privileged few got to use it.

This cure is used to protect and enhance wealth and good luck in 2017, especially for the
eldest son or male of the home or office if a son is not present and more so if you run a
business from home although equally needed for females especially for wealth.
This Cure is only known to a few specialist Feng Shui Grand Masters and in the old days and
even now in Asia, you would need to employ a specialist Feng Shui Grand Master to call at
your home or business where they would come along with a specialist zhuanke (seal carver)
who would spend many hours carving the secret inscriptions on to the square earth plate in
to a Lo Shu grid relevant for the Ding You year and would be carved on a large piece of
translucent emerald-green Jade. The seal carver (zhuanke) and Feng Shui Master was
traditionally hired by emperors and the very wealthy and was seen as a symbol of great
wealth and power and this took many years of studying to perfect this specialist art form. To
create this enhancer and cure you need a square (earth element shape) made from a strong
earth element that must be smooth on one side and rippled on the other combined with a
yuan bao wealth ingot, i-ching coins and quartz crystals that are used to deflect sui and the
three killings that visit the east in 2017.
This is an extremely powerful enhancer and said to create wealth and also prevent its loss
and avoid bad luck in 2017.
The most crucial part of this cure and enhancer is the thought form clear quartz crystals
which are used to draw in the #8 star energy and permeate to the other eight palaces of the
lou shu making this a very powerful enhancer and one that we have gone to lengths creating
and sourcing the correct elements which took us over two years.
This is one of the most powerful and commanding cure and enhancer for wealth, health,
relationships and protection and because this cure is very important for wealth in 2017 we
included it standard in all our 2017 cures and enhancers kits. If you follow this link you will
find full details 2017 flying star analysis follow this link.
To enhance romance for the Dragon in 2017:
Romance, academic and creative studies can be enhanced in the northeast (#4 star) and east
(#8 star) of your home, click here for further details. Whilst this #4 star is very auspicious,
without the necessary cures, the #4 star can bring both wanted and unwanted romantic
opportunities to the household if the correct cures are not put in place especially if you have
a main entrance or an important room like a master bedroom or living room.
The east also has a powerful #8 romance star although this can be troublesome if cures are
not placed and this is caused by the #8 clashing with Sui Po and the three killings In the east
palace in 2017 and this area of a home or office needs a very special Talisman to
counterbalance the #8 Annual star meeting Sui Po and the three killings. To enhance
romance and career in 2017 place a Xin Xiang Shi Cheng Wish and Romance enhancer in the
northeast of your home or business, you should also introduce some water colours like
shades of blue, black, grey and you can introduce these colours with a doormat, rug, cushion
cover, sofa throw, curtains or similar, it really is very easy to do.
Make sure you follow the 2017 Flying Star (Xuan Kong) recommendations. If your office or
bedroom is located in one of the directions mentioned, please be aware that in the months of
April, August, October and November 2017 you should make sure you at least place a Six
Chinese i-ching coins In a row tied in a row with red ribbon for these months especially if
you are not in good health or very stressed and especially for the eldest male or any male of a
home or business.
Avoiding bad luck in 2017

As we have the #2 black star enter the northwest of the lo shu in 2017 and special cures and
enhancers are needed more than ever but at the very least to help disperse the negative
effects, you should hang a set of six Chinese coins tied with red ribbon and a salt water cure
in the northwest and south of your home or office this year to control the #5 and #2 stars.
For full details on 2017 flying star analysis follow this link. This is very important in
2017 especially if you have a main door, bedroom, office, lounge or other important room in
the northwest, south, west or southwest.
This is just a small part of what you can do to ensure 2017 will be a good year and to further
enhance 2017 check out the monthly almanac, flying stars and animal predictions as
it not only recommends good and bad days to carry out certain tasks, it will also advise if it is
good for your animal sign.
If you would like to be informed in advance of the monthly, annual and fixed flying stars
giving you the ultimate control of your home or business, you should consider our 2017
advanced Feng Shui software; it is used by thousands of Feng Shui Masters, Practitioners
and students throughout the world. Combining this with our new incredible and extremely
powerful Tong Shu Almanac date selection software this will make 2017 a better year indeed.
The Three Killings – east (52.5-127.5) –
It is important that you try not to make any form of noisy renovations or re-decorative work
in the east part of your house or office between February 3rd 2017 and February 3rd 2018.
You should not disturb the ground by digging holes, digging foundations or conduct any
maintenance work with any noisy equipment in this area inside or outside your property or
garden. If you have no option but to perform work in the east, I would advise that you place a
6 Metal rod wind chime in the east in 2017 around the time the work is being carried out.
This is the worst out of all the annual afflictions and in our home and business we take this
very seriously as in our 36 years’ experience with Feng Shui we have seen some pretty nasty
events from this energy when disturbed.
There are also another two other rules that you should follow regarding the Three Killings in
2017. Firstly, if you are moving your desk around this year, never sit with your back towards
the west, it is better to face east instead.
If your front door faces the east in 2017, you should take care as to not slam the door as the
Three Killings can be a lot more settled if the door is opened and shut calmly; this also
applies to internal doors and definitely the case if the east has a children’s bedroom located
here. The traditional cure is to place a Huo Zai Dragon and Ru Yi along with a Caiyuan
Guang Jin Master Cure in the east this year. The Huo Zai Dragon can help avoid a lot of
problems that can be brought on when the Three Killings visit the east and as we also have
Sui Po located here in 2017, it is vital that this area is kept calm and protected with the
relevant Cures and Enhancers. The Huo Zai Dragon really is a beautiful and powerful cure
especially as it is one of the most traditional cures in Feng Shui. You can also place a pair of
Fu Dogs or a Ba Gua Mirror here also.
If you need to urgently carry out repairs to your home or office in the east during the year of
the Yin Fire Rooster, you should place a six hollow metal rod wind chime between the
buildings and where the work is being carried out and ideally you should contact a
professional Feng Shui Consultant to select an auspicious date to start the work or you can
use our Tong Shu software.
Tai Sui (The Grand Duke of Jupiter) - west (262.5º - 277.5º)

Like the Three Killings, Tai Sui does not like to be disturbed either. The effects of Tai Sui can
be good or bad depending on the annual flying stars that coincide with its location and in
2017, we also have the visiting Chen 3 Jade (Lu Cun Xing) wood star in the west which can
cause problems if not treated correctly.
If your property or front door faces west in 2017, you must try to avoid the doors from
slamming when entering or leaving your home or office. You should avoid digging or
renovating your property in this area at all costs in 2017 if possible. If you have an office or
shop door in the west this year, I would recommend installing a soft close attachment if
possible and if you have children in your home, try to keep these doors from being slammed.
The traditional Chinese method to appease Tai Sui is to place a Yi Bai Fu Mian Qi Sheng Chi
Talisman and Tang Jie Tai Sui gold plated plaque for 2017 to pay respect and appease the
Deity. By paying respect to Grand Duke of Jupiter, we can weaken or avoid the problems this
can bring. This is really important this year and we have included the yi Bai Fu Mian qi
talisman and Tang Jie Tai Sui plaque in all our annual cures and enhancers kits. In 2017, the
ruling Tai Sui is great general Tang Jie who is one of 60 heavenly generals. The Tai Sui
plaque is plated in gold to represent wealth and was specially made for 2017, year of the Yin
Fire Rooster to be placed in the west. The magnetic hematite is used to represent earth which
creates a cycle of earth feeding Metal to enhance wealth in the west in the year of the
Rooster.
Sui Po (Year Breaker) - east (82.5º - 97.5º)
Sui Po year breaker occupies the division directly opposite Tai Sui Grand Duke, which for
2017 is east and is also the location of the Three Killings for the Yin Wood Rooster year. You
should treat this area the same as the other annual afflictions with no ground-breaking work,
renovations or any noisy activities. If disturbed this area can and usually will cause
immediate health problems especially with regards to the elderly, so please be very careful.
Traditionally to appease Sui Po in a Rooster year you need to display a Caiyuan Guang Jin
Master Cure and Huo Zai Dragon and Ru Yi which we have included in all of our 2017 Cures
and Enhancers kits.
If you have to carry out work or emergency repairs in the east, place a 6 Metal rod wind
chime between the buildings and where the work is being carried out and ideally you should
contact a professional Feng Shui Practitioner to select an auspicious date to start the work or
consult our Tong Shu date selection software.
The annual five yellow star- south (157.5-202.5)
The annual five yellow star has flown to the south in 2017. As we have the Annual #5 yellow
enter the south in 2017 we have the inherent fire energy of the south feeding the visiting
energy of the #5 earth star which can amplify all of the problems that the #5 is known to
bring such as sickness, lawsuits and major loss of wealth so it is vital that the south has as
much protection as possible. It is highly recommended not to disturb the south of your home
or business with noisy activities, renovations or maintenance work. When disturbed, the Five
Yellow can bring disaster, sickness, lawsuit and major loss of wealth so please be very careful
in the south in 2017 as it is very afflicted. You must place Six Chinese i-ching coins in a row ,
a six rod hollow metal wind chime and a salt water cure in the south to avoid the problems
that are associated the #5 yellow disaster star in 2017.
Please do not start panicking if you have a bedroom or office that is located in the south, west
or east in 2017, just start preparing to place your 2017 cures and enhancers kit as of the 3rd
February 2017 to ensure a trouble free year and also cleanse any old cures that you will be

reusing this year, and of course make sure you sign up for our free newsletter so you are kept
up to date with the monthly flying stars giving you even more control of your destiny. To give
you even better control, use our advanced Feng Shui 2017 software as this gives advanced
analysis of every home or office facing any direction in any part of the world.
2017 Chinese Animal Predictions for the Snake
The year of the Yin Fire Rooster begins on the 28th January 2017 and is looking to be a
rewarding year for the Snake and they will enjoy the successes that this year can bring. The
year of the Rooster can allow the Snake the chance to make more efficient plans that what
the Monkey year will have offered and will allow them to utilise their time over the year and
achieve a lot more.
Any Snakes who enter the year feeling down or unhappy with the way things are going in
their life would be wise to look in to their options and take note of their hopes and dreams
for the year ahead and how they can take steps towards achieving them; the Snake should
find that by taking a positive step forward, things should soon fall in to place.
The Snakes work life is looking very promising this year and skills that have been acquired in
recent years can really work in their favour and help them grow in the work place. Many
Snakes will be offered the chance to enter a field that they have been working towards for a
while now which will be down to their efforts rather than by chance. The Snakes career holds
great promise this year and any added responsibilities can soon lead to positive steps in the
right direction. Some Snakes could be offered the chance to relocate to a new office or an
opening in an existing one this year and will need to consider all of the implications before
making a decision.
The Snake can really benefit from training for new skills this year and if offered the chance,
they would be wise to take the offer to learn something new; the Snake should also look to
make their interest known if there are courses available. The Snake can gain a lot from selfdevelopment this year.
Any Snakes who feel they would be better suited elsewhere and those looking for
employment in general should find that the year of the Snake can offer a lot of hope and
should take steps at the beginning of the year as they should find that things soon fall in to
place. The Snake should look in to other areas that their skills can be put to use and look in
to ways to combine their hobbies with their skills as this can offer the Snake a career they
truly enjoy. The Snake would be wise to discuss their options with others as they could
discover new areas they had not previously considered up until now.
With the Snakes career looking promising, it is likely that their finances will grow this year
and to make the most of their money, they should budget their money wisely; the Snake may
have extra finances coming in during the year of the Rooster although they could find that it
leaves as quickly as it enters if they are not careful.
The Snakes personal interests will bring a lot of joy in to their life this year and they should
dedicate time to developing their skills and interests as this can go very smoothly when they
dedicate time to this. The Snake will have a lot going on in their life during the year of the
Rooster and it is important that they dedicate time to relaxing and unwinding however they
find necessary. Many Snakes could find a way to monetize their hobbies this year so it would
be wise to allow time to explore their interests.
The Snake takes great pride in family life and during the year of the Rooster, they will enjoy a
great deal in their home life. The Snake will have a lot to look forward to in their home this

year and they will be kept busy around the home with enjoyable tasks and events. During
busy times, it is vital that the Snake does not overstretch their time as they could be left with
unfinished projects.
The Snakes social life is looking good this year and although most Snakes tend to be quite
selective in their socialising, they will enjoy the support of close friends this year who can
offer some very good advice and help when the Snake is in need. Snakes tend to take on
problems by themselves although during the year of the Rooster, they would be wise to
accept help from others as they can resolve problems and challenges a lot easier.
Single Snakes can look forward to some really promising opportunities for romance this year
and anyone who is looking for a partner should make their interest known to others as they
could be put in contact with someone through their network. The Snake will need to let a
relationship naturally develop as rushing could cause problems.
Overall, this is looking to be a very promising year for the Snake and while some areas may
require slight care, the year is looking to go very well for the Snake. Have a fantastic year of
the Rooster.
You are in affinity with the Monkey. For your protection, you should have a key chain
pendant of a Monkey or a Gold plated Chinese Animal protection Talisman of a
Monkey with you at all times.
Your lucky sector: (astrological zone) is the Southeast (142.5º – 157.5º) of the home or office.
For full details on the 2017 Flying Stars click here.
If you are relocating your desk this year to face one of your favourable personal directions,
please be aware of the directions and locations of the annual afflictions. If you are unsure of
your Gua and best directions follow this link or maybe consider using our Feng Shui
software that calculates Gua, Chinese animal including element, flying stars, annual, fixed
and monthly and so much more.
If you would like to be informed in advance of the monthly, annual and fixed flying stars for
the rest of your life giving you the ultimate control of your home or business, you should
consider our advanced Feng Shui software; it is used by thousands of Feng Shui
Masters, Practitioners and students throughout the world. Combining this with
our new incredible and extremely powerful Tong Shu Almanac date selection
software this will make 2017 a better year indeed.

To enhance wealth, luck, business and career for the Snake in 2017:
The last Ding You Yin Fire Rooster years were in 1957, 1897 and 1837, each of the years were
unstable with severe clashes of energies and this year very special cures and enhancers are
need more than ever and the most influential and crucial cure and enhancer in 2017 is called
a Caiyuan Guang Jin Master Cure and can only to be used in a Yin Fire Rooster Ding You
years. The last time that this powerful cure and enhancer would have been used was in 1957
which was also a Yin Fire Rooster year although only a privileged few got to use it.

This cure is used to protect and enhance wealth and good luck in 2017, especially for the
eldest son or male of the home or office if a son is not present and more so if you run a
business from home although equally needed for females especially for wealth.
This Cure is only known to a few specialist Feng Shui Grand Masters and in the old days and
even now in Asia, you would need to employ a specialist Feng Shui Grand Master to call at
your home or business where they would come along with a specialist zhuanke (seal carver)
who would spend many hours carving the secret inscriptions on to the square earth plate in
to a Lo Shu grid relevant for the Ding You year and would be carved on a large piece of
translucent emerald-green Jade. The seal carver (zhuanke) and Feng Shui Master was
traditionally hired by emperors and the very wealthy and was seen as a symbol of great
wealth and power and this took many years of studying to perfect this specialist art form. To
create this enhancer and cure you need a square (earth element shape) made from a strong
earth element that must be smooth on one side and rippled on the other combined with a
yuan bao wealth ingot, i-ching coins and quartz crystals that are used to deflect sui and the
three killings that visit the east in 2017.
This is an extremely powerful enhancer and said to create wealth and also prevent its loss
and avoid bad luck in 2017.
The most crucial part of this cure and enhancer is the thought form clear quartz crystals
which are used to draw in the #8 star energy and permeate to the other eight palaces of the
lou shu making this a very powerful enhancer and one that we have gone to lengths creating
and sourcing the correct elements which took us over two years.
This is one of the most powerful and commanding cure and enhancer for wealth, health,
relationships and protection and because this cure is very important for wealth in 2017 we
included it standard in all our 2017 cures and enhancers kits. If you follow this link you will
find full details 2017 flying star analysis follow this link.
To enhance romance for the Snake in 2017:
Romance, academic and creative studies can be enhanced in the northeast (#4 star) and east
(#8 star) of your home, click here for further details. Whilst this #4 star is very auspicious,
without the necessary cures, the #4 star can bring both wanted and unwanted romantic
opportunities to the household if the correct cures are not put in place especially if you have
a main entrance or an important room like a master bedroom or living room.
The east also has a powerful #8 romance star although this can be troublesome if cures are
not placed and this is caused by the #8 clashing with Sui Po and the three killings In the east
palace in 2017 and this area of a home or office needs a very special Talisman to
counterbalance the #8 Annual star meeting Sui Po and the three killings. To enhance
romance and career in 2017 place a Xin Xiang Shi Cheng Wish and Romance enhancer in the
northeast of your home or business, you should also introduce some water colours like
shades of blue, black, grey and you can introduce these colours with a doormat, rug, cushion
cover, sofa throw, curtains or similar, it really is very easy to do.
Make sure you follow the 2017 Flying Star (Xuan Kong) recommendations. If your office or
bedroom is located in one of the directions mentioned, please be aware that in the months of
April, August, October and November 2017 you should make sure you at least place a Six
Chinese i-ching coins In a row tied in a row with red ribbon for these months especially if
you are not in good health or very stressed and especially for the eldest male or any male of a
home or business.
Avoiding bad luck in 2017

As we have the #2 black star enter the northwest of the lo shu in 2017 and special cures and
enhancers are needed more than ever but at the very least to help disperse the negative
effects, you should hang a set of six Chinese coins tied with red ribbon and a salt water cure
in the northwest and south of your home or office this year to control the #5 and #2 stars.
For full details on 2017 flying star analysis follow this link. This is very important in
2017 especially if you have a main door, bedroom, office, lounge or other important room in
the northwest, south, west or southwest.
This is just a small part of what you can do to ensure 2017 will be a good year and to further
enhance 2017 check out the monthly almanac, flying stars and animal predictions as
it not only recommends good and bad days to carry out certain tasks, it will also advise if it is
good for your animal sign.
If you would like to be informed in advance of the monthly, annual and fixed flying stars
giving you the ultimate control of your home or business, you should consider our 2017
advanced Feng Shui software; it is used by thousands of Feng Shui Masters, Practitioners
and students throughout the world. Combining this with our new incredible and extremely
powerful Tong Shu Almanac date selection software this will make 2017 a better year indeed.
The Three Killings – east (52.5-127.5) –
It is important that you try not to make any form of noisy renovations or re-decorative work
in the east part of your house or office between February 3rd 2017 and February 3rd 2018.
You should not disturb the ground by digging holes, digging foundations or conduct any
maintenance work with any noisy equipment in this area inside or outside your property or
garden. If you have no option but to perform work in the east, I would advise that you place a
6 Metal rod wind chime in the east in 2017 around the time the work is being carried out.
This is the worst out of all the annual afflictions and in our home and business we take this
very seriously as in our 36 years’ experience with Feng Shui we have seen some pretty nasty
events from this energy when disturbed.
There are also another two other rules that you should follow regarding the Three Killings in
2017. Firstly, if you are moving your desk around this year, never sit with your back towards
the west, it is better to face east instead.
If your front door faces the east in 2017, you should take care as to not slam the door as the
Three Killings can be a lot more settled if the door is opened and shut calmly; this also
applies to internal doors and definitely the case if the east has a children’s bedroom located
here. The traditional cure is to place a Huo Zai Dragon and Ru Yi along with a Caiyuan
Guang Jin Master Cure in the east this year. The Huo Zai Dragon can help avoid a lot of
problems that can be brought on when the Three Killings visit the east and as we also have
Sui Po located here in 2017, it is vital that this area is kept calm and protected with the
relevant Cures and Enhancers. The Huo Zai Dragon really is a beautiful and powerful cure
especially as it is one of the most traditional cures in Feng Shui. You can also place a pair of
Fu Dogs or a Ba Gua Mirror here also.
If you need to urgently carry out repairs to your home or office in the east during the year of
the Yin Fire Rooster, you should place a six hollow metal rod wind chime between the
buildings and where the work is being carried out and ideally you should contact a
professional Feng Shui Consultant to select an auspicious date to start the work or you can
use our Tong Shu software.
Tai Sui (The Grand Duke of Jupiter) - west (262.5º - 277.5º)

Like the Three Killings, Tai Sui does not like to be disturbed either. The effects of Tai Sui can
be good or bad depending on the annual flying stars that coincide with its location and in
2017, we also have the visiting Chen 3 Jade (Lu Cun Xing) wood star in the west which can
cause problems if not treated correctly.
If your property or front door faces west in 2017, you must try to avoid the doors from
slamming when entering or leaving your home or office. You should avoid digging or
renovating your property in this area at all costs in 2017 if possible. If you have an office or
shop door in the west this year, I would recommend installing a soft close attachment if
possible and if you have children in your home, try to keep these doors from being slammed.
The traditional Chinese method to appease Tai Sui is to place a Yi Bai Fu Mian Qi Sheng Chi
Talisman and Tang Jie Tai Sui gold plated plaque for 2017 to pay respect and appease the
Deity. By paying respect to Grand Duke of Jupiter, we can weaken or avoid the problems this
can bring. This is really important this year and we have included the yi Bai Fu Mian qi
talisman and Tang Jie Tai Sui plaque in all our annual cures and enhancers kits. In 2017, the
ruling Tai Sui is great general Tang Jie who is one of 60 heavenly generals. The Tai Sui
plaque is plated in gold to represent wealth and was specially made for 2017, year of the Yin
Fire Rooster to be placed in the west. The magnetic hematite is used to represent earth which
creates a cycle of earth feeding Metal to enhance wealth in the west in the year of the
Rooster.
Sui Po (Year Breaker) - east (82.5º - 97.5º)
Sui Po year breaker occupies the division directly opposite Tai Sui Grand Duke, which for
2017 is east and is also the location of the Three Killings for the Yin Wood Rooster year. You
should treat this area the same as the other annual afflictions with no ground-breaking work,
renovations or any noisy activities. If disturbed this area can and usually will cause
immediate health problems especially with regards to the elderly, so please be very careful.
Traditionally to appease Sui Po in a Rooster year you need to display a Caiyuan Guang Jin
Master Cure and Huo Zai Dragon and Ru Yi which we have included in all of our 2017 Cures
and Enhancers kits.
If you have to carry out work or emergency repairs in the east, place a 6 Metal rod wind
chime between the buildings and where the work is being carried out and ideally you should
contact a professional Feng Shui Practitioner to select an auspicious date to start the work or
consult our Tong Shu date selection software.
The annual five yellow star- south (157.5-202.5)
The annual five yellow star has flown to the south in 2017. As we have the Annual #5 yellow
enter the south in 2017 we have the inherent fire energy of the south feeding the visiting
energy of the #5 earth star which can amplify all of the problems that the #5 is known to
bring such as sickness, lawsuits and major loss of wealth so it is vital that the south has as
much protection as possible. It is highly recommended not to disturb the south of your home
or business with noisy activities, renovations or maintenance work. When disturbed, the Five
Yellow can bring disaster, sickness, lawsuit and major loss of wealth so please be very careful
in the south in 2017 as it is very afflicted. You must place Six Chinese i-ching coins in a row ,
a six rod hollow metal wind chime and a salt water cure in the south to avoid the problems
that are associated the #5 yellow disaster star in 2017.
Please do not start panicking if you have a bedroom or office that is located in the south, west
or east in 2017, just start preparing to place your 2017 cures and enhancers kit as of the 3rd
February 2017 to ensure a trouble free year and also cleanse any old cures that you will be

reusing this year, and of course make sure you sign up for our free newsletter so you are kept
up to date with the monthly flying stars giving you even more control of your destiny. To give
you even better control, use our advanced Feng Shui 2017 software as this gives advanced
analysis of every home or office facing any direction in any part of the world.
2017 Chinese Animal Predictions for the Horse
The year of the Rooster begins on the 28th January 2017 and for the Horse, this year will
come with its challenges. Rooster years fare well for animals that work well with structure
and the Horse is the complete opposite of that; they like to tackle plans with freedom and an
unstructured approach which can cause the Horse to feel uneasy with how things work out.
In order to make the most of this year, the Horse will have to break out of their comfort zone
and adapt to the situation at hand.
The Horses work life is looking promising and for those who have recently taken on a new
role in the work place, they can make significant headway this year. The Horse can do a lot to
better establish themselves in their work place this year by dedicating time and effort to their
role; hard work can really pay off for the determined Horse this year. The Horse can better
their prospects at work by taking on any training courses or opportunities to learn a new skill
during the year of the Rooster.
This year, the majority of Horses will be keen to stay in their current work place although
those looking for a fresh start elsewhere and those looking for work in general can look
forward to some promising opportunities this year. The job hunt may be challenging for the
Horse this year, although with persistence and a positive attitude, they could find themselves
in a position with good scope for future prospects. The Horse can improve their chances of
finding employment this year by researching different areas that their skills can be put to use
which could also provide a welcome change for them.
Some Horses can see an increase in finances this year although this will need to be managed
carefully if they wish to make the most of their money this year. The Horse may come across
unexpected costs this year with appliances breaking and repairs needed around the home
and to avoid problems, they will need to provision early for this. Where possible, the Horse
should look in to ways to cut down on their outgoings; unnecessary expenses should be
looked in to they can either be reduced or avoided. When making large purchases this year,
the Horse will need to research their options and ensure they are happy when taking on
credit agreements.
The Horse should try to dedicate some of their income to taking a trip or vacation this year
as this can provide relief from the everyday stresses of life. The Horse should find that taking
a trip can provide them with the chance to sit back and consider their options in life and
decide on their next steps.
The Horse will have a lot of demand on their free time during the year of the Rooster and will
need to manage their time well although one area of their life that they should set time aside
for is their personal hobbies and interests. Similar to travel, this will provide the Horse with
the chance to relax and unwind from everything going on around them. The Horse can learn
a great deal when they choose to further their interests this year.
The Horse should give some thought to their wellbeing this year as there will likely be a lot of
late nights and early mornings which could leave the Horse feeling fatigued if they burn the
candle at both ends for too long. Many areas of the Horses life will take up their time and
they will need to make sure that they stay on top of good eating habits and regular exercise to
ensure they are in good form and shape.

The Horses social life will also take up a lot of their time as the Horse tends to be very
sociable and this year, they will need to remain alert that they can encounter disagreements
or problems with others through something petty; the Horse will need to address problems
before they fully develop and also keep a calm approach when dealing with a hostile
situation. Although the Horse will encounter awkward moments this year, they will still be
able to enjoy good social events with friends and meet new people.
The Horses home life is looking to be a prominent area of their life this year and to make the
most of the years influence, they should discuss plans for the home with family members
early on in the year to set goals as they should find that by making plans will allow them to
be accomplished a lot easier.
Overall, this year will come with its challenges for the Horse and they will need to adapt to
the nature of the year although they will still have a lot of accomplishments. Have a fantastic
year of the Rooster.
You are in affinity with the Sheep/Goat. For your protection, you should have a key chain
pendant of a Sheep/Goat or a Gold plated Chinese Animal protection Talisman of a
Monkey with you at all times.
Your lucky sector: (astrological zone) is the South (172.5º – 187.5º) of the home or office. For
full details on 2017 flying star analysis follow this link.
If you are relocating your desk this year to face one of your favourable personal directions,
please be aware of the directions and locations of the annual afflictions. If you are unsure of
your Gua and best directions follow this link or maybe consider using our Feng Shui
software that calculates Gua, Chinese animal including element, flying stars, annual, fixed
and monthly and so much more.
If you would like to be informed in advance of the monthly, annual and fixed flying stars for
the rest of your life giving you the ultimate control of your home or business, you should
consider our advanced Feng Shui software; it is used by thousands of Feng Shui
Masters, Practitioners and students throughout the world. Combining this with
our new incredible and extremely powerful Tong Shu Almanac date selection
software this will make 2017 a better year indeed.

To enhance wealth, luck, business and career for the Horse in 2017:
The last Ding You Yin Fire Rooster years were in 1957, 1897 and 1837, each of the years were
unstable with severe clashes of energies and this year very special cures and enhancers are
need more than ever and the most influential and crucial cure and enhancer in 2017 is called
a Caiyuan Guang Jin Master Cure and can only to be used in a Yin Fire Rooster Ding You
years. The last time that this powerful cure and enhancer would have been used was in 1957
which was also a Yin Fire Rooster year although only a privileged few got to use it.
This cure is used to protect and enhance wealth and good luck in 2017, especially for the
eldest son or male of the home or office if a son is not present and more so if you run a
business from home although equally needed for females especially for wealth.

This Cure is only known to a few specialist Feng Shui Grand Masters and in the old days and
even now in Asia, you would need to employ a specialist Feng Shui Grand Master to call at
your home or business where they would come along with a specialist zhuanke (seal carver)
who would spend many hours carving the secret inscriptions on to the square earth plate in
to a Lo Shu grid relevant for the Ding You year and would be carved on a large piece of
translucent emerald-green Jade. The seal carver (zhuanke) and Feng Shui Master was
traditionally hired by emperors and the very wealthy and was seen as a symbol of great
wealth and power and this took many years of studying to perfect this specialist art form. To
create this enhancer and cure you need a square (earth element shape) made from a strong
earth element that must be smooth on one side and rippled on the other combined with a
yuan bao wealth ingot, i-ching coins and quartz crystals that are used to deflect sui and the
three killings that visit the east in 2017.
This is an extremely powerful enhancer and said to create wealth and also prevent its loss
and avoid bad luck in 2017.
The most crucial part of this cure and enhancer is the thought form clear quartz crystals
which are used to draw in the #8 star energy and permeate to the other eight palaces of the
lou shu making this a very powerful enhancer and one that we have gone to lengths creating
and sourcing the correct elements which took us over two years.
This is one of the most powerful and commanding cure and enhancer for wealth, health,
relationships and protection and because this cure is very important for wealth in 2017 we
included it standard in all our 2017 cures and enhancers kits. If you follow this link you will
find full details 2017 flying star analysis follow this link.
To enhance romance for the Horse in 2017:
Romance, academic and creative studies can be enhanced in the northeast (#4 star) and east
(#8 star) of your home, click here for further details. Whilst this #4 star is very auspicious,
without the necessary cures, the #4 star can bring both wanted and unwanted romantic
opportunities to the household if the correct cures are not put in place especially if you have
a main entrance or an important room like a master bedroom or living room.
The east also has a powerful #8 romance star although this can be troublesome if cures are
not placed and this is caused by the #8 clashing with Sui Po and the three killings In the east
palace in 2017 and this area of a home or office needs a very special Talisman to
counterbalance the #8 Annual star meeting Sui Po and the three killings. To enhance
romance and career in 2017 place a Xin Xiang Shi Cheng Wish and Romance enhancer in the
northeast of your home or business, you should also introduce some water colours like
shades of blue, black, grey and you can introduce these colours with a doormat, rug, cushion
cover, sofa throw, curtains or similar, it really is very easy to do.
Make sure you follow the 2017 Flying Star (Xuan Kong) recommendations. If your office or
bedroom is located in one of the directions mentioned, please be aware that in the months of
April, August, October and November 2017 you should make sure you at least place a Six
Chinese i-ching coins In a row tied in a row with red ribbon for these months especially if
you are not in good health or very stressed and especially for the eldest male or any male of a
home or business.
Avoiding bad luck in 2017
As we have the #2 black star enter the northwest of the lo shu in 2017 and special cures and
enhancers are needed more than ever but at the very least to help disperse the negative
effects, you should hang a set of six Chinese coins tied with red ribbon and a salt water cure

in the northwest and south of your home or office this year to control the #5 and #2 stars.
For full details on 2017 flying star analysis follow this link. This is very important in
2017 especially if you have a main door, bedroom, office, lounge or other important room in
the northwest, south, west or southwest.
This is just a small part of what you can do to ensure 2017 will be a good year and to further
enhance 2017 check out the monthly almanac, flying stars and animal predictions as
it not only recommends good and bad days to carry out certain tasks, it will also advise if it is
good for your animal sign.
If you would like to be informed in advance of the monthly, annual and fixed flying stars
giving you the ultimate control of your home or business, you should consider our 2017
advanced Feng Shui software; it is used by thousands of Feng Shui Masters, Practitioners
and students throughout the world. Combining this with our new incredible and extremely
powerful Tong Shu Almanac date selection software this will make 2017 a better year indeed.
The Three Killings – east (52.5-127.5) –
It is important that you try not to make any form of noisy renovations or re-decorative work
in the east part of your house or office between February 3rd 2017 and February 3rd 2018.
You should not disturb the ground by digging holes, digging foundations or conduct any
maintenance work with any noisy equipment in this area inside or outside your property or
garden. If you have no option but to perform work in the east, I would advise that you place a
6 Metal rod wind chime in the east in 2017 around the time the work is being carried out.
This is the worst out of all the annual afflictions and in our home and business we take this
very seriously as in our 36 years’ experience with Feng Shui we have seen some pretty nasty
events from this energy when disturbed.
There are also another two other rules that you should follow regarding the Three Killings in
2017. Firstly, if you are moving your desk around this year, never sit with your back towards
the west, it is better to face east instead.
If your front door faces the east in 2017, you should take care as to not slam the door as the
Three Killings can be a lot more settled if the door is opened and shut calmly; this also
applies to internal doors and definitely the case if the east has a children’s bedroom located
here. The traditional cure is to place a Huo Zai Dragon and Ru Yi along with a Caiyuan
Guang Jin Master Cure in the east this year. The Huo Zai Dragon can help avoid a lot of
problems that can be brought on when the Three Killings visit the east and as we also have
Sui Po located here in 2017, it is vital that this area is kept calm and protected with the
relevant Cures and Enhancers. The Huo Zai Dragon really is a beautiful and powerful cure
especially as it is one of the most traditional cures in Feng Shui. You can also place a pair of
Fu Dogs or a Ba Gua Mirror here also.
If you need to urgently carry out repairs to your home or office in the east during the year of
the Yin Fire Rooster, you should place a six hollow metal rod wind chime between the
buildings and where the work is being carried out and ideally you should contact a
professional Feng Shui Consultant to select an auspicious date to start the work or you can
use our Tong Shu software.
Tai Sui (The Grand Duke of Jupiter) - west (262.5º - 277.5º)
Like the Three Killings, Tai Sui does not like to be disturbed either. The effects of Tai Sui can
be good or bad depending on the annual flying stars that coincide with its location and in

2017, we also have the visiting Chen 3 Jade (Lu Cun Xing) wood star in the west which can
cause problems if not treated correctly.
If your property or front door faces west in 2017, you must try to avoid the doors from
slamming when entering or leaving your home or office. You should avoid digging or
renovating your property in this area at all costs in 2017 if possible. If you have an office or
shop door in the west this year, I would recommend installing a soft close attachment if
possible and if you have children in your home, try to keep these doors from being slammed.
The traditional Chinese method to appease Tai Sui is to place a Yi Bai Fu Mian Qi Sheng Chi
Talisman and Tang Jie Tai Sui gold plated plaque for 2017 to pay respect and appease the
Deity. By paying respect to Grand Duke of Jupiter, we can weaken or avoid the problems this
can bring. This is really important this year and we have included the yi Bai Fu Mian qi
talisman and Tang Jie Tai Sui plaque in all our annual cures and enhancers kits. In 2017, the
ruling Tai Sui is great general Tang Jie who is one of 60 heavenly generals. The Tai Sui
plaque is plated in gold to represent wealth and was specially made for 2017, year of the Yin
Fire Rooster to be placed in the west. The magnetic hematite is used to represent earth which
creates a cycle of earth feeding Metal to enhance wealth in the west in the year of the
Rooster.
Sui Po (Year Breaker) - east (82.5º - 97.5º)
Sui Po year breaker occupies the division directly opposite Tai Sui Grand Duke, which for
2017 is east and is also the location of the Three Killings for the Yin Wood Rooster year. You
should treat this area the same as the other annual afflictions with no ground-breaking work,
renovations or any noisy activities. If disturbed this area can and usually will cause
immediate health problems especially with regards to the elderly, so please be very careful.
Traditionally to appease Sui Po in a Rooster year you need to display a Caiyuan Guang Jin
Master Cure and Huo Zai Dragon and Ru Yi which we have included in all of our 2017 Cures
and Enhancers kits.
If you have to carry out work or emergency repairs in the east, place a 6 Metal rod wind
chime between the buildings and where the work is being carried out and ideally you should
contact a professional Feng Shui Practitioner to select an auspicious date to start the work or
consult our Tong Shu date selection software.
The annual five yellow star- south (157.5-202.5)
The annual five yellow star has flown to the south in 2017. As we have the Annual #5 yellow
enter the south in 2017 we have the inherent fire energy of the south feeding the visiting
energy of the #5 earth star which can amplify all of the problems that the #5 is known to
bring such as sickness, lawsuits and major loss of wealth so it is vital that the south has as
much protection as possible. It is highly recommended not to disturb the south of your home
or business with noisy activities, renovations or maintenance work. When disturbed, the Five
Yellow can bring disaster, sickness, lawsuit and major loss of wealth so please be very careful
in the south in 2017 as it is very afflicted. You must place Six Chinese i-ching coins in a row ,
a six rod hollow metal wind chime and a salt water cure in the south to avoid the problems
that are associated the #5 yellow disaster star in 2017.
Please do not start panicking if you have a bedroom or office that is located in the south, west
or east in 2017, just start preparing to place your 2017 cures and enhancers kit as of the 3rd
February 2017 to ensure a trouble free year and also cleanse any old cures that you will be
reusing this year, and of course make sure you sign up for our free newsletter so you are kept
up to date with the monthly flying stars giving you even more control of your destiny. To give

you even better control, use our advanced Feng Shui 2017 software as this gives advanced
analysis of every home or office facing any direction in any part of the world.
2017 Chinese Animal Predictions for the Goat/Sheep
The year of the Rooster begins on the 28th January 2017 and is looking to be a time of
significance for the Goat. There will be many who feel uneasy about the characteristics of the
Rooster year and this may cause complications although they will still be able to do a great
deal to make this a rich and rewarding year. The Goat will need to ensure that they involve
themselves in everything going on around them as this is not a time for the Goat to sit back
and see what happens; positive action and plans will help the Goat a great deal during the
year of the Rooster.
The Goats work life will see many make good progress in their career this year through the
opportunity to take on new roles and train for further education in a particular field. Any
Goats who find openings in an area that is of interest to them in the work place this year
would be wise to show an early interest in the position if they feel it can be beneficial to their
career. This is an important time for the Goat to self-develop their knowledge in the work
place as they can make significant advancements when they dedicate the time during the
year of the Rooster.
Most Goats will be content in their current work place this year and will be happy to stay
where they are due to likely progress although those looking for work elsewhere and those
looking for work in general can find employment when they are active in their search; the job
search role may be challenging at times although they will have a lot on their side this year
which can lead to a promising role for the Goat.
The Goats finances are looking fairly promising during the year of the Rooster although this
will depend on their ability to manage their finances well.
The Goat should give some thought to personal self-development during the year of the
Rooster as the efforts they put in this year can bring significant advancements as the year
progresses. The Goat would be wise to dedicate time to furthering their knowledge this year
as they will be able to expand their skillset and knowledge a great deal during the year of the
Rooster. Any Goats who suffer from a stressful or physical lifestyle would be wise to take
regular time out to relax and unwind this year or they could find themselves tiring out
regularly.
The Goats finances are looking promising this year and there will be many who see an
increase at some point during the year of the Rooster or even an unexpected gift or bonus.
This year, it is likely that the Goat will have many outgoings and will need to manage their
finances carefully or they could soon find themselves having to go without due to their
savings being used.
The Goats social life is also looking promising this year and there will be many opportunities
to socialise with both existing and new friends throughout the year of the Rooster. The Goat
may become interested in a new environment this year through a new hobby or social group
which can put them in to contact with a lot of new people and new surroundings. Although
the Goats social life is looking so promising, it is important that they are happy with what
they are doing and should make their opinion known when in doubt of something.
Single Goats could enter a new relationship through a chance meeting this year which can
bring a lot of joy in to the Goats life and could turn in to something significant as the year
progresses.

The Goats home life is looking to be a busy aspect of their life during the year of the Rooster
and with everyone caught up in their own lives, It is vital that the whole household practises
good communicational skills regularly throughout the year or problems could arise. The
Goat can do a great deal to help arrange events and activities during the year of the Rooster
and can receive a lot of praise for their efforts.
Overall, this is looking to be a great year for the Goat and while there will be certain areas
that will require care, the Goat can do a lot to make the most out of the situation at hand.
Have a fantastic year of the Rooster.
You are in affinity with the Horse. For your protection, you should have a key chain pendant
of a Horse or a Gold plated Chinese Animal protection Talisman of a Horse with
you at all times.
Your lucky sector: (astrological zone) is the Southwest (202.5º – 217.5º) of the home or
office. For full details on 2017 flying star analysis follow this link.
If you are relocating your desk this year to face one of your favourable personal directions,
please be aware of the directions and locations of the annual afflictions. If you are unsure of
your Gua and best directions follow this link or maybe consider using our Feng Shui
software that calculates Gua, Chinese animal including element, flying stars, annual, fixed
and monthly and so much more.
If you would like to be informed in advance of the monthly, annual and fixed flying stars for
the rest of your life giving you the ultimate control of your home or business, you should
consider our advanced Feng Shui software; it is used by thousands of Feng Shui
Masters, Practitioners and students throughout the world. Combining this with
our new incredible and extremely powerful Tong Shu Almanac date selection
software this will make 2017 a better year indeed.

To enhance wealth, luck, business and career for the Goat in 2017:
The last Ding You Yin Fire Rooster years were in 1957, 1897 and 1837, each of the years were
unstable with severe clashes of energies and this year very special cures and enhancers are
need more than ever and the most influential and crucial cure and enhancer in 2017 is called
a Caiyuan Guang Jin Master Cure and can only to be used in a Yin Fire Rooster Ding You
years. The last time that this powerful cure and enhancer would have been used was in 1957
which was also a Yin Fire Rooster year although only a privileged few got to use it.
This cure is used to protect and enhance wealth and good luck in 2017, especially for the
eldest son or male of the home or office if a son is not present and more so if you run a
business from home although equally needed for females especially for wealth.
This Cure is only known to a few specialist Feng Shui Grand Masters and in the old days and
even now in Asia, you would need to employ a specialist Feng Shui Grand Master to call at
your home or business where they would come along with a specialist zhuanke (seal carver)
who would spend many hours carving the secret inscriptions on to the square earth plate in
to a Lo Shu grid relevant for the Ding You year and would be carved on a large piece of
translucent emerald-green Jade. The seal carver (zhuanke) and Feng Shui Master was
traditionally hired by emperors and the very wealthy and was seen as a symbol of great

wealth and power and this took many years of studying to perfect this specialist art form. To
create this enhancer and cure you need a square (earth element shape) made from a strong
earth element that must be smooth on one side and rippled on the other combined with a
yuan bao wealth ingot, i-ching coins and quartz crystals that are used to deflect sui and the
three killings that visit the east in 2017.
This is an extremely powerful enhancer and said to create wealth and also prevent its loss
and avoid bad luck in 2017.
The most crucial part of this cure and enhancer is the thought form clear quartz crystals
which are used to draw in the #8 star energy and permeate to the other eight palaces of the
lou shu making this a very powerful enhancer and one that we have gone to lengths creating
and sourcing the correct elements which took us over two years.
This is one of the most powerful and commanding cure and enhancer for wealth, health,
relationships and protection and because this cure is very important for wealth in 2017 we
included it standard in all our 2017 cures and enhancers kits. If you follow this link you will
find full details 2017 flying star analysis follow this link.
To enhance romance for the Goat in 2017:
Romance, academic and creative studies can be enhanced in the northeast (#4 star) and east
(#8 star) of your home, click here for further details. Whilst this #4 star is very auspicious,
without the necessary cures, the #4 star can bring both wanted and unwanted romantic
opportunities to the household if the correct cures are not put in place especially if you have
a main entrance or an important room like a master bedroom or living room.
The east also has a powerful #8 romance star although this can be troublesome if cures are
not placed and this is caused by the #8 clashing with Sui Po and the three killings In the east
palace in 2017 and this area of a home or office needs a very special Talisman to
counterbalance the #8 Annual star meeting Sui Po and the three killings. To enhance
romance and career in 2017 place a Xin Xiang Shi Cheng Wish and Romance enhancer in the
northeast of your home or business, you should also introduce some water colours like
shades of blue, black, grey and you can introduce these colours with a doormat, rug, cushion
cover, sofa throw, curtains or similar, it really is very easy to do.
Make sure you follow the 2017 Flying Star (Xuan Kong) recommendations. If your office or
bedroom is located in one of the directions mentioned, please be aware that in the months of
April, August, October and November 2017 you should make sure you at least place a Six
Chinese i-ching coins In a row tied in a row with red ribbon for these months especially if
you are not in good health or very stressed and especially for the eldest male or any male of a
home or business.
Avoiding bad luck in 2017
As we have the #2 black star enter the northwest of the lo shu in 2017 and special cures and
enhancers are needed more than ever but at the very least to help disperse the negative
effects, you should hang a set of six Chinese coins tied with red ribbon and a salt water cure
in the northwest and south of your home or office this year to control the #5 and #2 stars.
For full details on 2017 flying star analysis follow this link. This is very important in
2017 especially if you have a main door, bedroom, office, lounge or other important room in
the northwest, south, west or southwest.
This is just a small part of what you can do to ensure 2017 will be a good year and to further
enhance 2017 check out the monthly almanac, flying stars and animal predictions as

it not only recommends good and bad days to carry out certain tasks, it will also advise if it is
good for your animal sign.
If you would like to be informed in advance of the monthly, annual and fixed flying stars
giving you the ultimate control of your home or business, you should consider our 2017
advanced Feng Shui software; it is used by thousands of Feng Shui Masters, Practitioners
and students throughout the world. Combining this with our new incredible and extremely
powerful Tong Shu Almanac date selection software this will make 2017 a better year indeed.
The Three Killings – east (52.5-127.5) –
It is important that you try not to make any form of noisy renovations or re-decorative work
in the east part of your house or office between February 3rd 2017 and February 3rd 2018.
You should not disturb the ground by digging holes, digging foundations or conduct any
maintenance work with any noisy equipment in this area inside or outside your property or
garden. If you have no option but to perform work in the east, I would advise that you place a
6 Metal rod wind chime in the east in 2017 around the time the work is being carried out.
This is the worst out of all the annual afflictions and in our home and business we take this
very seriously as in our 36 years’ experience with Feng Shui we have seen some pretty nasty
events from this energy when disturbed.
There are also another two other rules that you should follow regarding the Three Killings in
2017. Firstly, if you are moving your desk around this year, never sit with your back towards
the west, it is better to face east instead.
If your front door faces the east in 2017, you should take care as to not slam the door as the
Three Killings can be a lot more settled if the door is opened and shut calmly; this also
applies to internal doors and definitely the case if the east has a children’s bedroom located
here. The traditional cure is to place a Huo Zai Dragon and Ru Yi along with a Caiyuan
Guang Jin Master Cure in the east this year. The Huo Zai Dragon can help avoid a lot of
problems that can be brought on when the Three Killings visit the east and as we also have
Sui Po located here in 2017, it is vital that this area is kept calm and protected with the
relevant Cures and Enhancers. The Huo Zai Dragon really is a beautiful and powerful cure
especially as it is one of the most traditional cures in Feng Shui. You can also place a pair of
Fu Dogs or a Ba Gua Mirror here also.
If you need to urgently carry out repairs to your home or office in the east during the year of
the Yin Fire Rooster, you should place a six hollow metal rod wind chime between the
buildings and where the work is being carried out and ideally you should contact a
professional Feng Shui Consultant to select an auspicious date to start the work or you can
use our Tong Shu software.
Tai Sui (The Grand Duke of Jupiter) - west (262.5º - 277.5º)
Like the Three Killings, Tai Sui does not like to be disturbed either. The effects of Tai Sui can
be good or bad depending on the annual flying stars that coincide with its location and in
2017, we also have the visiting Chen 3 Jade (Lu Cun Xing) wood star in the west which can
cause problems if not treated correctly.
If your property or front door faces west in 2017, you must try to avoid the doors from
slamming when entering or leaving your home or office. You should avoid digging or
renovating your property in this area at all costs in 2017 if possible. If you have an office or
shop door in the west this year, I would recommend installing a soft close attachment if
possible and if you have children in your home, try to keep these doors from being slammed.

The traditional Chinese method to appease Tai Sui is to place a Yi Bai Fu Mian Qi Sheng Chi
Talisman and Tang Jie Tai Sui gold plated plaque for 2017 to pay respect and appease the
Deity. By paying respect to Grand Duke of Jupiter, we can weaken or avoid the problems this
can bring. This is really important this year and we have included the yi Bai Fu Mian qi
talisman and Tang Jie Tai Sui plaque in all our annual cures and enhancers kits. In 2017, the
ruling Tai Sui is great general Tang Jie who is one of 60 heavenly generals. The Tai Sui
plaque is plated in gold to represent wealth and was specially made for 2017, year of the Yin
Fire Rooster to be placed in the west. The magnetic hematite is used to represent earth which
creates a cycle of earth feeding Metal to enhance wealth in the west in the year of the
Rooster.
Sui Po (Year Breaker) - east (82.5º - 97.5º)
Sui Po year breaker occupies the division directly opposite Tai Sui Grand Duke, which for
2017 is east and is also the location of the Three Killings for the Yin Wood Rooster year. You
should treat this area the same as the other annual afflictions with no ground-breaking work,
renovations or any noisy activities. If disturbed this area can and usually will cause
immediate health problems especially with regards to the elderly, so please be very careful.
Traditionally to appease Sui Po in a Rooster year you need to display a Caiyuan Guang Jin
Master Cure and Huo Zai Dragon and Ru Yi which we have included in all of our 2017 Cures
and Enhancers kits.
If you have to carry out work or emergency repairs in the east, place a 6 Metal rod wind
chime between the buildings and where the work is being carried out and ideally you should
contact a professional Feng Shui Practitioner to select an auspicious date to start the work or
consult our Tong Shu date selection software.
The annual five yellow star- south (157.5-202.5)
The annual five yellow star has flown to the south in 2017. As we have the Annual #5 yellow
enter the south in 2017 we have the inherent fire energy of the south feeding the visiting
energy of the #5 earth star which can amplify all of the problems that the #5 is known to
bring such as sickness, lawsuits and major loss of wealth so it is vital that the south has as
much protection as possible. It is highly recommended not to disturb the south of your home
or business with noisy activities, renovations or maintenance work. When disturbed, the Five
Yellow can bring disaster, sickness, lawsuit and major loss of wealth so please be very careful
in the south in 2017 as it is very afflicted. You must place Six Chinese i-ching coins in a row ,
a six rod hollow metal wind chime and a salt water cure in the south to avoid the problems
that are associated the #5 yellow disaster star in 2017.
Please do not start panicking if you have a bedroom or office that is located in the south, west
or east in 2017, just start preparing to place your 2017 cures and enhancers kit as of the 3rd
February 2017 to ensure a trouble free year and also cleanse any old cures that you will be
reusing this year, and of course make sure you sign up for our free newsletter so you are kept
up to date with the monthly flying stars giving you even more control of your destiny. To give
you even better control, use our advanced Feng Shui 2017 software as this gives advanced
analysis of every home or office facing any direction in any part of the world.
2017 Chinese Animal Predictions for the Monkey
The year of the Rooster begins on the 28th January 2017 and is looking to be a steady year
for the Monkey. There will be a few areas that will require care this year although the

Monkey will still have a lot to look forward to with others and goals to achieve. The year of
the Rooster can be a very rewarding time for Monkeys who put effort in to self-development.
The Monkeys work life is looking promising this year although they will need to manage
timelines and follow procedures as this is not a time for the Monkey to take shortcuts or
slack. If the Monkey is able to apply discipline to their work during the year of the Rooster,
they can use the challenges to their advantage and make progress in their current position.
The Monkey may not necessarily benefit from huge growth this year in their position at work
during the year of the Rooster but there will still be success to celebrate and recognition from
peers to look forward to; this year can hold more significance than appears to the Monkey. If
offered the chance to train or take on new duties, it would be wise for the Monkey to accept
the offer as Rooster years reward self-development and this is especially the case for the
Monkey.
Any Monkeys who feel their skills would be put to better use elsewhere and also those
looking for work in general could face challenges when looking for employment and will have
to remain vigilant in their search. In order to make the most of the situation at hand, the
Monkey will need to involve themselves in their search and actively approach companies that
are of interest to them. A lot of Monkeys prefer to let things fall in to place although during
the Rooster year, they will need to display action and determination to secure a good
position. Once the Monkey has secured work, they could soon prove their value in the
company and set a good impression.
A lot of Monkeys should see an increase in finances this year although this does not mean
that they can be lax in their financial care; the Monkey will have to apply control with their
spending during the year of the Rooster and avoid taking risks. Many Monkeys will be keen
to acquire new items and make some upgrades during the year of the Rooster and they will
need to explore the options and look around for a lower price before rushing in to anything.
The Monkey will also need to take a steady approach when dealing with others this year as
there is risk of falling victim to a scam or suffer financial disappointment through someone
else so it would be wise to remain vigilant when making costly investments and purchases
from unsure sources.
The Monkey should give some consideration to travel this year and should aim to set money
aside to take a trip some point during the year. The Monkey does not need to travel across
the world to benefit from taking a trip, they can enjoy weekends away which can bring a lot
of joy to their life.
An area of the Monkeys life that they should give some serious consideration to during the
year of the Rooster is their personal hobbies and interests. The Monkey can develop their
skills and knowledge a great deal when they dedicate time to perusing their hobbies this year
and can bring improvements to other areas of their life such as putting them in contact with
new, like-minded people.
The Monkeys social life is looking very promising this year and they well have a lot of
opportunities to spend time with friends and loved ones over the year of the Rooster. It is
looking likely that the Monkeys social circle will grow this year and this will bring a lot of
exciting events in to the Monkeys life. Monkeys entering relationships this year will need to
allow love to develop naturally rather than rush things along.
The Monkeys home life can be an exciting area of their life this year although with so much
going on in their life, the Monkey will need to dedicate time to the tasks and events taking
place around their home as they could miss out on important proceedings if they are not
involved in their home life. The Monkey may find that there is a lot to tend to around the

home this year and they will need to manage their time and finances well in order to make
the most of the situation at hand as they can make a lot of progress in their home when they
are dedicated.
Overall, this year can come with its challenges for the Monkey although there will still be
many good aspects of their life to enjoy. Have a fantastic year of the Rooster.
You are in affinity with the Snake. For your protection, you should have a key chain pendant
of a Snake or a Gold plated Chinese Animal protection Talisman of a Snake with
you at all times.
Your lucky sector: (astrological zone) is the Southwest (232.5º – 247.5º) of the home or
office. Please read the 2017 Annual Flying Star Advice for more information.
If you are relocating your desk this year to face one of your favourable personal directions,
please be aware of the directions and locations of the annual afflictions. If you are unsure of
your Gua and best directions follow this link or maybe consider using our Feng Shui
software that calculates Gua, Chinese animal including element, flying stars, annual, fixed
and monthly and so much more.
If you would like to be informed in advance of the monthly, annual and fixed flying stars for
the rest of your life giving you the ultimate control of your home or business, you should
consider our advanced Feng Shui software; it is used by thousands of Feng Shui
Masters, Practitioners and students throughout the world. Combining this with
our new incredible and extremely powerful Tong Shu Almanac date selection
software this will make 2017 a better year indeed.

To enhance wealth, luck, business and career for the Monkey in 2017:
The last Ding You Yin Fire Rooster years were in 1957, 1897 and 1837, each of the years were
unstable with severe clashes of energies and this year very special cures and enhancers are
need more than ever and the most influential and crucial cure and enhancer in 2017 is called
a Caiyuan Guang Jin Master Cure and can only to be used in a Yin Fire Rooster Ding You
years. The last time that this powerful cure and enhancer would have been used was in 1957
which was also a Yin Fire Rooster year although only a privileged few got to use it.
This cure is used to protect and enhance wealth and good luck in 2017, especially for the
eldest son or male of the home or office if a son is not present and more so if you run a
business from home although equally needed for females especially for wealth.
This Cure is only known to a few specialist Feng Shui Grand Masters and in the old days and
even now in Asia, you would need to employ a specialist Feng Shui Grand Master to call at
your home or business where they would come along with a specialist zhuanke (seal carver)
who would spend many hours carving the secret inscriptions on to the square earth plate in
to a Lo Shu grid relevant for the Ding You year and would be carved on a large piece of
translucent emerald-green Jade. The seal carver (zhuanke) and Feng Shui Master was
traditionally hired by emperors and the very wealthy and was seen as a symbol of great
wealth and power and this took many years of studying to perfect this specialist art form. To
create this enhancer and cure you need a square (earth element shape) made from a strong
earth element that must be smooth on one side and rippled on the other combined with a

yuan bao wealth ingot, i-ching coins and quartz crystals that are used to deflect sui and the
three killings that visit the east in 2017.
This is an extremely powerful enhancer and said to create wealth and also prevent its loss
and avoid bad luck in 2017.
The most crucial part of this cure and enhancer is the thought form clear quartz crystals
which are used to draw in the #8 star energy and permeate to the other eight palaces of the
lou shu making this a very powerful enhancer and one that we have gone to lengths creating
and sourcing the correct elements which took us over two years.
This is one of the most powerful and commanding cure and enhancer for wealth, health,
relationships and protection and because this cure is very important for wealth in 2017 we
included it standard in all our 2017 cures and enhancers kits. If you follow this link you will
find full details 2017 flying star analysis follow this link.
To enhance romance for the Monkey in 2017:
Romance, academic and creative studies can be enhanced in the northeast (#4 star) and east
(#8 star) of your home, click here for further details. Whilst this #4 star is very auspicious,
without the necessary cures, the #4 star can bring both wanted and unwanted romantic
opportunities to the household if the correct cures are not put in place especially if you have
a main entrance or an important room like a master bedroom or living room.
The east also has a powerful #8 romance star although this can be troublesome if cures are
not placed and this is caused by the #8 clashing with Sui Po and the three killings In the east
palace in 2017 and this area of a home or office needs a very special Talisman to
counterbalance the #8 Annual star meeting Sui Po and the three killings. To enhance
romance and career in 2017 place a Xin Xiang Shi Cheng Wish and Romance enhancer in the
northeast of your home or business, you should also introduce some water colours like
shades of blue, black, grey and you can introduce these colours with a doormat, rug, cushion
cover, sofa throw, curtains or similar, it really is very easy to do.
Make sure you follow the 2017 Flying Star (Xuan Kong) recommendations. If your office or
bedroom is located in one of the directions mentioned, please be aware that in the months of
April, August, October and November 2017 you should make sure you at least place a Six
Chinese i-ching coins In a row tied in a row with red ribbon for these months especially if
you are not in good health or very stressed and especially for the eldest male or any male of a
home or business.
Avoiding bad luck in 2017
As we have the #2 black star enter the northwest of the lo shu in 2017 and special cures and
enhancers are needed more than ever but at the very least to help disperse the negative
effects, you should hang a set of six Chinese coins tied with red ribbon and a salt water cure
in the northwest and south of your home or office this year to control the #5 and #2 stars.
For full details on 2017 flying star analysis follow this link. This is very important in
2017 especially if you have a main door, bedroom, office, lounge or other important room in
the northwest, south, west or southwest.
This is just a small part of what you can do to ensure 2017 will be a good year and to further
enhance 2017 check out the monthly almanac, flying stars and animal predictions as
it not only recommends good and bad days to carry out certain tasks, it will also advise if it is
good for your animal sign.

If you would like to be informed in advance of the monthly, annual and fixed flying stars
giving you the ultimate control of your home or business, you should consider our 2017
advanced Feng Shui software; it is used by thousands of Feng Shui Masters, Practitioners
and students throughout the world. Combining this with our new incredible and extremely
powerful Tong Shu Almanac date selection software this will make 2017 a better year indeed.
The Three Killings – east (52.5-127.5) –
It is important that you try not to make any form of noisy renovations or re-decorative work
in the east part of your house or office between February 3rd 2017 and February 3rd 2018.
You should not disturb the ground by digging holes, digging foundations or conduct any
maintenance work with any noisy equipment in this area inside or outside your property or
garden. If you have no option but to perform work in the east, I would advise that you place a
6 Metal rod wind chime in the east in 2017 around the time the work is being carried out.
This is the worst out of all the annual afflictions and in our home and business we take this
very seriously as in our 36 years’ experience with Feng Shui we have seen some pretty nasty
events from this energy when disturbed.
There are also another two other rules that you should follow regarding the Three Killings in
2017. Firstly, if you are moving your desk around this year, never sit with your back towards
the west, it is better to face east instead.
If your front door faces the east in 2017, you should take care as to not slam the door as the
Three Killings can be a lot more settled if the door is opened and shut calmly; this also
applies to internal doors and definitely the case if the east has a children’s bedroom located
here. The traditional cure is to place a Huo Zai Dragon and Ru Yi along with a Caiyuan
Guang Jin Master Cure in the east this year. The Huo Zai Dragon can help avoid a lot of
problems that can be brought on when the Three Killings visit the east and as we also have
Sui Po located here in 2017, it is vital that this area is kept calm and protected with the
relevant Cures and Enhancers. The Huo Zai Dragon really is a beautiful and powerful cure
especially as it is one of the most traditional cures in Feng Shui. You can also place a pair of
Fu Dogs or a Ba Gua Mirror here also.
If you need to urgently carry out repairs to your home or office in the east during the year of
the Yin Fire Rooster, you should place a six hollow metal rod wind chime between the
buildings and where the work is being carried out and ideally you should contact a
professional Feng Shui Consultant to select an auspicious date to start the work or you can
use our Tong Shu software.
Tai Sui (The Grand Duke of Jupiter) - west (262.5º - 277.5º)
Like the Three Killings, Tai Sui does not like to be disturbed either. The effects of Tai Sui can
be good or bad depending on the annual flying stars that coincide with its location and in
2017, we also have the visiting Chen 3 Jade (Lu Cun Xing) wood star in the west which can
cause problems if not treated correctly.
If your property or front door faces west in 2017, you must try to avoid the doors from
slamming when entering or leaving your home or office. You should avoid digging or
renovating your property in this area at all costs in 2017 if possible. If you have an office or
shop door in the west this year, I would recommend installing a soft close attachment if
possible and if you have children in your home, try to keep these doors from being slammed.
The traditional Chinese method to appease Tai Sui is to place a Yi Bai Fu Mian Qi Sheng Chi
Talisman and Tang Jie Tai Sui gold plated plaque for 2017 to pay respect and appease the
Deity. By paying respect to Grand Duke of Jupiter, we can weaken or avoid the problems this

can bring. This is really important this year and we have included the yi Bai Fu Mian qi
talisman and Tang Jie Tai Sui plaque in all our annual cures and enhancers kits. In 2017, the
ruling Tai Sui is great general Tang Jie who is one of 60 heavenly generals. The Tai Sui
plaque is plated in gold to represent wealth and was specially made for 2017, year of the Yin
Fire Rooster to be placed in the west. The magnetic hematite is used to represent earth which
creates a cycle of earth feeding Metal to enhance wealth in the west in the year of the
Rooster.
Sui Po (Year Breaker) - east (82.5º - 97.5º)
Sui Po year breaker occupies the division directly opposite Tai Sui Grand Duke, which for
2017 is east and is also the location of the Three Killings for the Yin Wood Rooster year. You
should treat this area the same as the other annual afflictions with no ground-breaking work,
renovations or any noisy activities. If disturbed this area can and usually will cause
immediate health problems especially with regards to the elderly, so please be very careful.
Traditionally to appease Sui Po in a Rooster year you need to display a Caiyuan Guang Jin
Master Cure and Huo Zai Dragon and Ru Yi which we have included in all of our 2017 Cures
and Enhancers kits.
If you have to carry out work or emergency repairs in the east, place a 6 Metal rod wind
chime between the buildings and where the work is being carried out and ideally you should
contact a professional Feng Shui Practitioner to select an auspicious date to start the work or
consult our Tong Shu date selection software.
The annual five yellow star- south (157.5-202.5)
The annual five yellow star has flown to the south in 2017. As we have the Annual #5 yellow
enter the south in 2017 we have the inherent fire energy of the south feeding the visiting
energy of the #5 earth star which can amplify all of the problems that the #5 is known to
bring such as sickness, lawsuits and major loss of wealth so it is vital that the south has as
much protection as possible. It is highly recommended not to disturb the south of your home
or business with noisy activities, renovations or maintenance work. When disturbed, the Five
Yellow can bring disaster, sickness, lawsuit and major loss of wealth so please be very careful
in the south in 2017 as it is very afflicted. You must place Six Chinese i-ching coins in a row ,
a six rod hollow metal wind chime and a salt water cure in the south to avoid the problems
that are associated the #5 yellow disaster star in 2017.
Please do not start panicking if you have a bedroom or office that is located in the south, west
or east in 2017, just start preparing to place your 2017 cures and enhancers kit as of the 3rd
February 2017 to ensure a trouble free year and also cleanse any old cures that you will be
reusing this year, and of course make sure you sign up for our free newsletter so you are kept
up to date with the monthly flying stars giving you even more control of your destiny. To give
you even better control, use our advanced Feng Shui 2017 software as this gives advanced
analysis of every home or office facing any direction in any part of the world.
2017 Chinese Animal Predictions for the Rooster
All Roosters will be very eager for their own year to begin and will more than likely have big
plans and dreams that they hope to see materialise this year and with their own Chinese
Animal ruling for the year; they will have a lot of luck on their side allowing them to almost
dictate how their year goes. This is an encouraging and progressive time for the Rooster and
they should aim to set plans in motion this year as a lot can go their way when they show
initiative.

Any Roosters who have suffered problems in recent years can see a change of circumstances
bringing new opportunities their way this year to turn things around and make the year of
the Rooster a successful time; as the age old saying goes, to know the highs, we have to
experience the lows.
The Roosters work life is looking very promising this year and there will be many faced with
decisions to make this year. Any Roosters who are unhappy in their work place should look
elsewhere as this is not the time for them to stagnate in a position with no scope for the
future. The Rooster should find that when they are happy in their work role, things can be
accomplished with ease and also bring very good results. Any Roosters who decide to
concentrate on a particular career this year can see a lot of progress being made when they
take action towards positive steps. Those who are well established in their position at work
could see advancements being made this year and would be wise to put some effort in to
further their chances of getting where they want to be.
Those who decide that this is the year for a change in the work place and those looking for
work in general will have a lot of luck on their side this year and should be able to find a
position that is of interest to them and offers good scope for the future. Any Roosters who
feel they are getting nowhere in their job search this year should consider areas of work
where they can quickly advance; what may seem a negative now can quickly lead to a
positive.
Finances are looking promising this year, especially with their career looking so promising
this year and there will be many who benefit from added income this year but this does not
mean that the Rooster can let their guard down where their finances are concerned. The
Rooster will need to resist the temptation of impulse purchases this year as there is risk of
spending a lot more on high price items than they need to; by taking time to research their
options, the Rooster could save a considerable sum this year. Roosters tend to appreciate
good planning and this trait will serve them well this year as many will be keen to put money
aside for a later day which can prove very helpful this year.
Rooster years favour those who self-develop their skills and hobbies and the Rooster can do a
great deal to learn something new and make significant progress with existing skills and
talents with this being their own year. If offered the chance to learn something new or
further their knowledge in area of their life, they would be wise to take the offer and follow it
up as the results can be extremely beneficial this year.
If possible, the Rooster should aim to take a holiday or trip this year and this is especially the
case if they are invited to somewhere that is of interest to them. The Rooster can benefit from
taking time to research their options with regards to costs and also accommodation this year
rather than rush in to the first option they see.
Roosters tend to appreciate conversation and the company of others and this year, they
should find that they are put in regular contact with others and offered a great deal of things
to do and places to see. The Rooster is likely to extend their social circle this year through
others this year and can make some long lasting friends in the year of the Rooster. Any
Roosters who begin the year feeling despondent would be wise to step out of their comfort
zone and look in to ways they can meet new people. The Roosters love life can go well this
year although they will need to remember to let things develop at their own pace and avoid
rushing in to anything or they could soon see things dissipating.
The Roosters home life is looking to bring a lot of joy in to their life this year and many
Roosters will find themselves making some positive changes and improvements in their

home this year. The Rooster tends to be frank when dealing with matters and this will serve
them well in the home this year when changes are being made.
Overall, this is looking to be a very rewarding and enjoyable year for the Rooster and they
will have a lot of luck on their side during their own year. Have a fantastic year of the
Rooster.
You are in affinity with the Dragon. For your protection, you should have a key chain
pendant of a Dragon or a Gold plated Chinese Animal protection Talisman of a
Dragon with you at all times.
Your lucky sector: (astrological zone) is the west (262.5º – 277.5º) of the home or office.
Please be sure to read the 2017 Annual Flying Star Advice to make the most out of this area
this year.
If you are relocating your desk this year to face one of your favourable personal directions,
please be aware of the directions and locations of the annual afflictions. If you are unsure of
your Gua and best directions follow this link or maybe consider using our Feng Shui
software that calculates Gua, Chinese animal including element, flying stars, annual, fixed
and monthly and so much more.
If you would like to be informed in advance of the monthly, annual and fixed flying stars for
the rest of your life giving you the ultimate control of your home or business, you should
consider our advanced Feng Shui software; it is used by thousands of Feng Shui
Masters, Practitioners and students throughout the world. Combining this with
our new incredible and extremely powerful Tong Shu Almanac date selection
software this will make 2017 a better year indeed.

To enhance wealth, luck, business and career for the Rooster in 2017:
The last Ding You Yin Fire Rooster years were in 1957, 1897 and 1837, each of the years were
unstable with severe clashes of energies and this year very special cures and enhancers are
need more than ever and the most influential and crucial cure and enhancer in 2017 is called
a Caiyuan Guang Jin Master Cure and can only to be used in a Yin Fire Rooster Ding You
years. The last time that this powerful cure and enhancer would have been used was in 1957
which was also a Yin Fire Rooster year although only a privileged few got to use it.
This cure is used to protect and enhance wealth and good luck in 2017, especially for the
eldest son or male of the home or office if a son is not present and more so if you run a
business from home although equally needed for females especially for wealth.
This Cure is only known to a few specialist Feng Shui Grand Masters and in the old days and
even now in Asia, you would need to employ a specialist Feng Shui Grand Master to call at
your home or business where they would come along with a specialist zhuanke (seal carver)
who would spend many hours carving the secret inscriptions on to the square earth plate in
to a Lo Shu grid relevant for the Ding You year and would be carved on a large piece of
translucent emerald-green Jade. The seal carver (zhuanke) and Feng Shui Master was
traditionally hired by emperors and the very wealthy and was seen as a symbol of great
wealth and power and this took many years of studying to perfect this specialist art form. To
create this enhancer and cure you need a square (earth element shape) made from a strong

earth element that must be smooth on one side and rippled on the other combined with a
yuan bao wealth ingot, i-ching coins and quartz crystals that are used to deflect sui and the
three killings that visit the east in 2017.
This is an extremely powerful enhancer and said to create wealth and also prevent its loss
and avoid bad luck in 2017.
The most crucial part of this cure and enhancer is the thought form clear quartz crystals
which are used to draw in the #8 star energy and permeate to the other eight palaces of the
lou shu making this a very powerful enhancer and one that we have gone to lengths creating
and sourcing the correct elements which took us over two years.
This is one of the most powerful and commanding cure and enhancer for wealth, health,
relationships and protection and because this cure is very important for wealth in 2017 we
included it standard in all our 2017 cures and enhancers kits. If you follow this link you will
find full details 2017 flying star analysis follow this link.
To enhance romance for the Rooster in 2017:
Romance, academic and creative studies can be enhanced in the northeast (#4 star) and east
(#8 star) of your home, click here for further details. Whilst this #4 star is very auspicious,
without the necessary cures, the #4 star can bring both wanted and unwanted romantic
opportunities to the household if the correct cures are not put in place especially if you have
a main entrance or an important room like a master bedroom or living room.
The east also has a powerful #8 romance star although this can be troublesome if cures are
not placed and this is caused by the #8 clashing with Sui Po and the three killings In the east
palace in 2017 and this area of a home or office needs a very special Talisman to
counterbalance the #8 Annual star meeting Sui Po and the three killings. To enhance
romance and career in 2017 place a Xin Xiang Shi Cheng Wish and Romance enhancer in the
northeast of your home or business, you should also introduce some water colours like
shades of blue, black, grey and you can introduce these colours with a doormat, rug, cushion
cover, sofa throw, curtains or similar, it really is very easy to do.
Make sure you follow the 2017 Flying Star (Xuan Kong) recommendations. If your office or
bedroom is located in one of the directions mentioned, please be aware that in the months of
April, August, October and November 2017 you should make sure you at least place a Six
Chinese i-ching coins In a row tied in a row with red ribbon for these months especially if
you are not in good health or very stressed and especially for the eldest male or any male of a
home or business.
Avoiding bad luck in 2017
As we have the #2 black star enter the northwest of the lo shu in 2017 and special cures and
enhancers are needed more than ever but at the very least to help disperse the negative
effects, you should hang a set of six Chinese coins tied with red ribbon and a salt water cure
in the northwest and south of your home or office this year to control the #5 and #2 stars.
For full details on 2017 flying star analysis follow this link. This is very important in
2017 especially if you have a main door, bedroom, office, lounge or other important room in
the northwest, south, west or southwest.
This is just a small part of what you can do to ensure 2017 will be a good year and to further
enhance 2017 check out the monthly almanac, flying stars and animal predictions as
it not only recommends good and bad days to carry out certain tasks, it will also advise if it is
good for your animal sign.

If you would like to be informed in advance of the monthly, annual and fixed flying stars
giving you the ultimate control of your home or business, you should consider our 2017
advanced Feng Shui software; it is used by thousands of Feng Shui Masters, Practitioners
and students throughout the world. Combining this with our new incredible and extremely
powerful Tong Shu Almanac date selection software this will make 2017 a better year indeed.
The Three Killings – east (52.5-127.5) –
It is important that you try not to make any form of noisy renovations or re-decorative work
in the east part of your house or office between February 3rd 2017 and February 3rd 2018.
You should not disturb the ground by digging holes, digging foundations or conduct any
maintenance work with any noisy equipment in this area inside or outside your property or
garden. If you have no option but to perform work in the east, I would advise that you place a
6 Metal rod wind chime in the east in 2017 around the time the work is being carried out.
This is the worst out of all the annual afflictions and in our home and business we take this
very seriously as in our 36 years’ experience with Feng Shui we have seen some pretty nasty
events from this energy when disturbed.
There are also another two other rules that you should follow regarding the Three Killings in
2017. Firstly, if you are moving your desk around this year, never sit with your back towards
the west, it is better to face east instead.
If your front door faces the east in 2017, you should take care as to not slam the door as the
Three Killings can be a lot more settled if the door is opened and shut calmly; this also
applies to internal doors and definitely the case if the east has a children’s bedroom located
here. The traditional cure is to place a Huo Zai Dragon and Ru Yi along with a Caiyuan
Guang Jin Master Cure in the east this year. The Huo Zai Dragon can help avoid a lot of
problems that can be brought on when the Three Killings visit the east and as we also have
Sui Po located here in 2017, it is vital that this area is kept calm and protected with the
relevant Cures and Enhancers. The Huo Zai Dragon really is a beautiful and powerful cure
especially as it is one of the most traditional cures in Feng Shui. You can also place a pair of
Fu Dogs or a Ba Gua Mirror here also.
If you need to urgently carry out repairs to your home or office in the east during the year of
the Yin Fire Rooster, you should place a six hollow metal rod wind chime between the
buildings and where the work is being carried out and ideally you should contact a
professional Feng Shui Consultant to select an auspicious date to start the work or you can
use our Tong Shu software.
Tai Sui (The Grand Duke of Jupiter) - west (262.5º - 277.5º)
Like the Three Killings, Tai Sui does not like to be disturbed either. The effects of Tai Sui can
be good or bad depending on the annual flying stars that coincide with its location and in
2017, we also have the visiting Chen 3 Jade (Lu Cun Xing) wood star in the west which can
cause problems if not treated correctly.
If your property or front door faces west in 2017, you must try to avoid the doors from
slamming when entering or leaving your home or office. You should avoid digging or
renovating your property in this area at all costs in 2017 if possible. If you have an office or
shop door in the west this year, I would recommend installing a soft close attachment if
possible and if you have children in your home, try to keep these doors from being slammed.
The traditional Chinese method to appease Tai Sui is to place a Yi Bai Fu Mian Qi Sheng Chi
Talisman and Tang Jie Tai Sui gold plated plaque for 2017 to pay respect and appease the

Deity. By paying respect to Grand Duke of Jupiter, we can weaken or avoid the problems this
can bring. This is really important this year and we have included the yi Bai Fu Mian qi
talisman and Tang Jie Tai Sui plaque in all our annual cures and enhancers kits. In 2017, the
ruling Tai Sui is great general Tang Jie who is one of 60 heavenly generals. The Tai Sui
plaque is plated in gold to represent wealth and was specially made for 2017, year of the Yin
Fire Rooster to be placed in the west. The magnetic hematite is used to represent earth which
creates a cycle of earth feeding Metal to enhance wealth in the west in the year of the
Rooster.
Sui Po (Year Breaker) - east (82.5º - 97.5º)
Sui Po year breaker occupies the division directly opposite Tai Sui Grand Duke, which for
2017 is east and is also the location of the Three Killings for the Yin Wood Rooster year. You
should treat this area the same as the other annual afflictions with no ground-breaking work,
renovations or any noisy activities. If disturbed this area can and usually will cause
immediate health problems especially with regards to the elderly, so please be very careful.
Traditionally to appease Sui Po in a Rooster year you need to display a Caiyuan Guang Jin
Master Cure and Huo Zai Dragon and Ru Yi which we have included in all of our 2017 Cures
and Enhancers kits.
If you have to carry out work or emergency repairs in the east, place a 6 Metal rod wind
chime between the buildings and where the work is being carried out and ideally you should
contact a professional Feng Shui Practitioner to select an auspicious date to start the work or
consult our Tong Shu date selection software.
The annual five yellow star- south (157.5-202.5)
The annual five yellow star has flown to the south in 2017. As we have the Annual #5 yellow
enter the south in 2017 we have the inherent fire energy of the south feeding the visiting
energy of the #5 earth star which can amplify all of the problems that the #5 is known to
bring such as sickness, lawsuits and major loss of wealth so it is vital that the south has as
much protection as possible. It is highly recommended not to disturb the south of your home
or business with noisy activities, renovations or maintenance work. When disturbed, the Five
Yellow can bring disaster, sickness, lawsuit and major loss of wealth so please be very careful
in the south in 2017 as it is very afflicted. You must place Six Chinese i-ching coins in a row ,
a six rod hollow metal wind chime and a salt water cure in the south to avoid the problems
that are associated the #5 yellow disaster star in 2017.
Please do not start panicking if you have a bedroom or office that is located in the south, west
or east in 2017, just start preparing to place your 2017 cures and enhancers kit as of the 3rd
February 2017 to ensure a trouble free year and also cleanse any old cures that you will be
reusing this year, and of course make sure you sign up for our free newsletter so you are kept
up to date with the monthly flying stars giving you even more control of your destiny. To give
you even better control, use our advanced Feng Shui 2017 software as this gives advanced
analysis of every home or office facing any direction in any part of the world.
2017 Chinese Animal Predictions for the Dog
The year of the Yin Fire Rooster begins on the 28th January 2017 and is looking to be a
varied year for the Dog with some areas to look forward to and some areas that will require
attention. The Dog may come across some problems during the year of the Rooster although
they should be able to overcome them and still make some good progress in their life.

The Dog will need to bear in mind that Rooster years favour agreement and action and the
Dog will need to realise that their ideas may go unnoticed at times this year and if they are
able to accept this, they should be able to move on and not let this bother them too much.
The Dogs work life is looking to be a busy area of their life this year and they could be
bothered by this as there are likely to be changes and problem along the way this year
although if they are able to accept that some things will be out of their control this year, they
will still be able to enjoy their work life this year. The Dog would be wise to focus on their
task at hand this year as when they commit to something, they can get some very good
results.
Many Dogs will be eager to stay in their current work place this year although those who feel
their skills would be better suited elsewhere and also those looking for work in general could
find that the year of the Rooster allows them the chance to make significant progress in their
job search and find a good position in a promising company. The Dog will need to be
determined and active in their job search this year if they are to succeed in their search
although they should find that they can quickly advance in their role if they keep up their
positive attitude.
It is important that the Dog dedicates regular time to their fitness and well-being during the
year of the Rooster. There will be a lot of demand on the Dogs time this year and they run the
risk of tiring themselves out and feeling down. Any Dogs who do not tend to get much
exercise would be wise to take on a more active lifestyle and also practise some good eating
habits; sitting on the sofa all evening and eating takeaways can bring a lot of problems to the
Dogs life during the year of the Rooster.
The Dog should also dedicate time to their personal hobbies and interests this year as this
give them the opportunity to relax and unwind during such a busy and demanding year.
Spending time on their hobbies during the year of the Rooster can allow the Dog to develop
their skills and knowledge to new levels as the year goes on and they can also get a great deal
of joy from trying their hand at something new.
The Dog will need to manage their finances carefully this year as there is looking to be a big
demand on their financial resources during the year of the Rooster with so much going on in
their life and if they are not careful, their outgoings could soon add up and take them by
surprise. When dealing with high value purchases this year, the Dog will need to research
their options and see if they are able to save money by looking elsewhere. If the Dog wishes
to do a lot with their money this year, they would be wise to take time and avoid impulse or
rushed purchases this year.
The Dog tends to be very loyal to the people that they value and they usually hold very strong
friendships with others although it is looking likely that they could encounter problems with
a very close friend during the year of the Rooster due to their friend letting them down or not
supporting them in their time of need. Although the Dog may encounter problems with a
close friend this year, they should not let this put them down as they should discover that
they are put in contact with new people this year that could quickly turn in to someone close
to them.
The Dogs home life is also looking to be a very busy area of the their life this year and there
will be many who are keen to make upgrades and additions to their home which can go well
if they manage their finances carefully and accept that plans could suddenly change and they
will need to work around these. If the Dog is to make the most of their opportunities to make
changes in their home this year, it is important that they discuss their options and worries
with other family members as this can help them to resolve problems and confusion;

professional help and advice can also allow the Dog to accomplish a great deal more this
year. It is also important for the Dog to make time to spend with their family members this
year as there will be a lot of demand on all animals this year and a distance could form if
time is not allowed for activities and events.
Overall, this is looking to be a mixed year for the Dog and while there will be some
problematic areas, there will also be some very promising aspects to look forward to. Have a
fantastic year of the Rooster.
You are in affinity with the Rabbit. For your protection, you should have a key chain pendant
of a Rabbit or a Gold plated Chinese Animal protection Talisman of a Rabbit with
you at all times.
Your lucky sector: (astrological zone) is the Northwest (292.5º – 307.5º) of the home or
office. You can read about the northwest in the 2017 Flying Star Analysis by clicking this link.
If you are relocating your desk this year to face one of your favourable personal directions,
please be aware of the directions and locations of the annual afflictions. If you are unsure of
your Gua and best directions follow this link or maybe consider using our Feng Shui
software that calculates Gua, Chinese animal including element, flying stars, annual, fixed
and monthly and so much more.
If you would like to be informed in advance of the monthly, annual and fixed flying stars for
the rest of your life giving you the ultimate control of your home or business, you should
consider our advanced Feng Shui software; it is used by thousands of Feng Shui
Masters, Practitioners and students throughout the world. Combining this with
our new incredible and extremely powerful Tong Shu Almanac date selection
software this will make 2017 a better year indeed.

To enhance wealth, luck, business and career for the Dog in 2017:
The last Ding You Yin Fire Rooster years were in 1957, 1897 and 1837, each of the years were
unstable with severe clashes of energies and this year very special cures and enhancers are
need more than ever and the most influential and crucial cure and enhancer in 2017 is called
a Caiyuan Guang Jin Master Cure and can only to be used in a Yin Fire Rooster Ding You
years. The last time that this powerful cure and enhancer would have been used was in 1957
which was also a Yin Fire Rooster year although only a privileged few got to use it.
This cure is used to protect and enhance wealth and good luck in 2017, especially for the
eldest son or male of the home or office if a son is not present and more so if you run a
business from home although equally needed for females especially for wealth.
This Cure is only known to a few specialist Feng Shui Grand Masters and in the old days and
even now in Asia, you would need to employ a specialist Feng Shui Grand Master to call at
your home or business where they would come along with a specialist zhuanke (seal carver)
who would spend many hours carving the secret inscriptions on to the square earth plate in
to a Lo Shu grid relevant for the Ding You year and would be carved on a large piece of
translucent emerald-green Jade. The seal carver (zhuanke) and Feng Shui Master was
traditionally hired by emperors and the very wealthy and was seen as a symbol of great
wealth and power and this took many years of studying to perfect this specialist art form. To

create this enhancer and cure you need a square (earth element shape) made from a strong
earth element that must be smooth on one side and rippled on the other combined with a
yuan bao wealth ingot, i-ching coins and quartz crystals that are used to deflect sui and the
three killings that visit the east in 2017.
This is an extremely powerful enhancer and said to create wealth and also prevent its loss
and avoid bad luck in 2017.
The most crucial part of this cure and enhancer is the thought form clear quartz crystals
which are used to draw in the #8 star energy and permeate to the other eight palaces of the
lou shu making this a very powerful enhancer and one that we have gone to lengths creating
and sourcing the correct elements which took us over two years.
This is one of the most powerful and commanding cure and enhancer for wealth, health,
relationships and protection and because this cure is very important for wealth in 2017 we
included it standard in all our 2017 cures and enhancers kits. If you follow this link you will
find full details 2017 flying star analysis follow this link.
To enhance romance for the Dog in 2017:
Romance, academic and creative studies can be enhanced in the northeast (#4 star) and east
(#8 star) of your home, click here for further details. Whilst this #4 star is very auspicious,
without the necessary cures, the #4 star can bring both wanted and unwanted romantic
opportunities to the household if the correct cures are not put in place especially if you have
a main entrance or an important room like a master bedroom or living room.
The east also has a powerful #8 romance star although this can be troublesome if cures are
not placed and this is caused by the #8 clashing with Sui Po and the three killings In the east
palace in 2017 and this area of a home or office needs a very special Talisman to
counterbalance the #8 Annual star meeting Sui Po and the three killings. To enhance
romance and career in 2017 place a Xin Xiang Shi Cheng Wish and Romance enhancer in the
northeast of your home or business, you should also introduce some water colours like
shades of blue, black, grey and you can introduce these colours with a doormat, rug, cushion
cover, sofa throw, curtains or similar, it really is very easy to do.
Make sure you follow the 2017 Flying Star (Xuan Kong) recommendations. If your office or
bedroom is located in one of the directions mentioned, please be aware that in the months of
April, August, October and November 2017 you should make sure you at least place a Six
Chinese i-ching coins In a row tied in a row with red ribbon for these months especially if
you are not in good health or very stressed and especially for the eldest male or any male of a
home or business.
Avoiding bad luck in 2017
As we have the #2 black star enter the northwest of the lo shu in 2017 and special cures and
enhancers are needed more than ever but at the very least to help disperse the negative
effects, you should hang a set of six Chinese coins tied with red ribbon and a salt water cure
in the northwest and south of your home or office this year to control the #5 and #2 stars.
For full details on 2017 flying star analysis follow this link. This is very important in
2017 especially if you have a main door, bedroom, office, lounge or other important room in
the northwest, south, west or southwest.
This is just a small part of what you can do to ensure 2017 will be a good year and to further
enhance 2017 check out the monthly almanac, flying stars and animal predictions as

it not only recommends good and bad days to carry out certain tasks, it will also advise if it is
good for your animal sign.
If you would like to be informed in advance of the monthly, annual and fixed flying stars
giving you the ultimate control of your home or business, you should consider our 2017
advanced Feng Shui software; it is used by thousands of Feng Shui Masters, Practitioners
and students throughout the world. Combining this with our new incredible and extremely
powerful Tong Shu Almanac date selection software this will make 2017 a better year indeed.
The Three Killings – east (52.5-127.5) –
It is important that you try not to make any form of noisy renovations or re-decorative work
in the east part of your house or office between February 3rd 2017 and February 3rd 2018.
You should not disturb the ground by digging holes, digging foundations or conduct any
maintenance work with any noisy equipment in this area inside or outside your property or
garden. If you have no option but to perform work in the east, I would advise that you place a
6 Metal rod wind chime in the east in 2017 around the time the work is being carried out.
This is the worst out of all the annual afflictions and in our home and business we take this
very seriously as in our 36 years’ experience with Feng Shui we have seen some pretty nasty
events from this energy when disturbed.
There are also another two other rules that you should follow regarding the Three Killings in
2017. Firstly, if you are moving your desk around this year, never sit with your back towards
the west, it is better to face east instead.
If your front door faces the east in 2017, you should take care as to not slam the door as the
Three Killings can be a lot more settled if the door is opened and shut calmly; this also
applies to internal doors and definitely the case if the east has a children’s bedroom located
here. The traditional cure is to place a Huo Zai Dragon and Ru Yi along with a Caiyuan
Guang Jin Master Cure in the east this year. The Huo Zai Dragon can help avoid a lot of
problems that can be brought on when the Three Killings visit the east and as we also have
Sui Po located here in 2017, it is vital that this area is kept calm and protected with the
relevant Cures and Enhancers. The Huo Zai Dragon really is a beautiful and powerful cure
especially as it is one of the most traditional cures in Feng Shui. You can also place a pair of
Fu Dogs or a Ba Gua Mirror here also.
If you need to urgently carry out repairs to your home or office in the east during the year of
the Yin Fire Rooster, you should place a six hollow metal rod wind chime between the
buildings and where the work is being carried out and ideally you should contact a
professional Feng Shui Consultant to select an auspicious date to start the work or you can
use our Tong Shu software.
Tai Sui (The Grand Duke of Jupiter) - west (262.5º - 277.5º)
Like the Three Killings, Tai Sui does not like to be disturbed either. The effects of Tai Sui can
be good or bad depending on the annual flying stars that coincide with its location and in
2017, we also have the visiting Chen 3 Jade (Lu Cun Xing) wood star in the west which can
cause problems if not treated correctly.
If your property or front door faces west in 2017, you must try to avoid the doors from
slamming when entering or leaving your home or office. You should avoid digging or
renovating your property in this area at all costs in 2017 if possible. If you have an office or
shop door in the west this year, I would recommend installing a soft close attachment if
possible and if you have children in your home, try to keep these doors from being slammed.

The traditional Chinese method to appease Tai Sui is to place a Yi Bai Fu Mian Qi Sheng Chi
Talisman and Tang Jie Tai Sui gold plated plaque for 2017 to pay respect and appease the
Deity. By paying respect to Grand Duke of Jupiter, we can weaken or avoid the problems this
can bring. This is really important this year and we have included the yi Bai Fu Mian qi
talisman and Tang Jie Tai Sui plaque in all our annual cures and enhancers kits. In 2017, the
ruling Tai Sui is great general Tang Jie who is one of 60 heavenly generals. The Tai Sui
plaque is plated in gold to represent wealth and was specially made for 2017, year of the Yin
Fire Rooster to be placed in the west. The magnetic hematite is used to represent earth which
creates a cycle of earth feeding Metal to enhance wealth in the west in the year of the
Rooster.
Sui Po (Year Breaker) - east (82.5º - 97.5º)
Sui Po year breaker occupies the division directly opposite Tai Sui Grand Duke, which for
2017 is east and is also the location of the Three Killings for the Yin Wood Rooster year. You
should treat this area the same as the other annual afflictions with no ground-breaking work,
renovations or any noisy activities. If disturbed this area can and usually will cause
immediate health problems especially with regards to the elderly, so please be very careful.
Traditionally to appease Sui Po in a Rooster year you need to display a Caiyuan Guang Jin
Master Cure and Huo Zai Dragon and Ru Yi which we have included in all of our 2017 Cures
and Enhancers kits.
If you have to carry out work or emergency repairs in the east, place a 6 Metal rod wind
chime between the buildings and where the work is being carried out and ideally you should
contact a professional Feng Shui Practitioner to select an auspicious date to start the work or
consult our Tong Shu date selection software.
The annual five yellow star- south (157.5-202.5)
The annual five yellow star has flown to the south in 2017. As we have the Annual #5 yellow
enter the south in 2017 we have the inherent fire energy of the south feeding the visiting
energy of the #5 earth star which can amplify all of the problems that the #5 is known to
bring such as sickness, lawsuits and major loss of wealth so it is vital that the south has as
much protection as possible. It is highly recommended not to disturb the south of your home
or business with noisy activities, renovations or maintenance work. When disturbed, the Five
Yellow can bring disaster, sickness, lawsuit and major loss of wealth so please be very careful
in the south in 2017 as it is very afflicted. You must place Six Chinese i-ching coins in a row ,
a six rod hollow metal wind chime and a salt water cure in the south to avoid the problems
that are associated the #5 yellow disaster star in 2017.
Please do not start panicking if you have a bedroom or office that is located in the south, west
or east in 2017, just start preparing to place your 2017 cures and enhancers kit as of the 3rd
February 2017 to ensure a trouble free year and also cleanse any old cures that you will be
reusing this year, and of course make sure you sign up for our free newsletter so you are kept
up to date with the monthly flying stars giving you even more control of your destiny. To give
you even better control, use our advanced Feng Shui 2017 software as this gives advanced
analysis of every home or office facing any direction in any part of the world.
2017 Chinese Animal Predictions for the Pig
The year of the Rooster starts on the 28th January 2017 and is looking to be a promising year
for the Pig and will offer them the chance to make the most of their skills and talents and
make some very significant accomplishments.

During the year of the Rooster, self-development is particularly encouraged and the Pig can
do a great deal to improve their circumstances when they dedicate time to improve
themselves. The Pig should find that when they try their hand at something new this year,
they can soon learn a great deal. Any Pigs who tend to be sat most of the day and do not tend
to get much exercise would be wise to take on a more active lifestyle during the year of the
Rooster and can also benefit from avoiding too much junk food.
The Pigs work life is looking very promising this year and they should find themselves being
offered to take on new responsibilities over the year of the Rooster and this is especially the
case for those who are well established in their career. The Pig can get a lot of
encouragement from senior staff this year and will have co-workers rooting for them to
succeed. The Pig can make a lot of progress in their career this year.
The Pig should apply care with regards to office politics this year and try to avoid getting
caught up in gossip and rumours and should focus on their duties as this will show their
commitment to the task at hand and also gain recognition from their peers.
Those who decide to look for work elsewhere this year and also those looking for work in
general should have a lot of luck on their side during the year of the Rooster and could find
themselves in a very promising job. The Pig would be wise to look in to other areas that they
could apply their skills this year as their options will greatly increase and can speed up their
search a great deal and also bring them a new challenge.
With the Pigs career looking so promising this year, it is likely that most will see a rise in
income during the year of the Rooster although they will still need to manage their finances
carefully as there will be a lot of demands on their resources and they could find themselves
having to miss out due to other commitments if they are not careful. The Pig will need to be
careful when making major purchases this year and take their time.
The Pigs home life is looking to bring a lot of joy this year and while everyone will be caught
up in their own activities at time throughout the year of the Rooster, they will still value the
time they all spend together and can look forward to some interesting event. Joint ventures
can bring the Pigs family closer together this year and if the household seems distant, the Pig
would be wise to arrange a joint activity.
The Pig is looking to have a very busy year and at times may feel run down and tired which
can cause disagreements with others and they will need to be aware of this during the year of
the Rooster and try to avoid letting this cause a problem.
The Pigs social life is looking promising this year and any Pigs who enter the year of the
Rooster feeling down or lonely should find that when they venture out more often, their
outlook can drastically change and they can be put in contact with many new people and
make new friends easily. Single Pigs could see a lifelong partner enter their life during the
year of the Rooster although to benefit, they will need to be socially active. There will be
many Pigs making big commitments in relationships this year.
Overall, the Pig is looking to have a fantastic year and will have a great deal to look forward
to. Have a fantastic year of the Rooster.
You are in affinity with the Tiger. For your protection, you should have a key chain pendant
of a Tiger or a Gold plated Chinese Animal protection Talisman of a Tiger with you
at all times.

Your lucky sector: (astrological zone) is the Northwest (322.5º – 337.5º) of the home or
office. You can read about the northwest in the 2017 Flying Star Analysis by clicking this
link.
If you are relocating your desk this year to face one of your favourable personal directions,
please be aware of the directions and locations of the annual afflictions. If you are unsure of
your Gua and best directions follow this link or maybe consider using our Feng Shui
software that calculates Gua, Chinese animal including element, flying stars, annual, fixed
and monthly and so much more.
If you would like to be informed in advance of the monthly, annual and fixed flying stars for
the rest of your life giving you the ultimate control of your home or business, you should
consider our advanced Feng Shui software; it is used by thousands of Feng Shui
Masters, Practitioners and students throughout the world. Combining this with
our new incredible and extremely powerful Tong Shu Almanac date selection
software this will make 2017 a better year indeed.

To enhance wealth, luck, business and career for the Pig in 2017:
The last Ding You Yin Fire Rooster years were in 1957, 1897 and 1837, each of the years were
unstable with severe clashes of energies and this year very special cures and enhancers are
need more than ever and the most influential and crucial cure and enhancer in 2017 is called
a Caiyuan Guang Jin Master Cure and can only to be used in a Yin Fire Rooster Ding You
years. The last time that this powerful cure and enhancer would have been used was in 1957
which was also a Yin Fire Rooster year although only a privileged few got to use it.
This cure is used to protect and enhance wealth and good luck in 2017, especially for the
eldest son or male of the home or office if a son is not present and more so if you run a
business from home although equally needed for females especially for wealth.
This Cure is only known to a few specialist Feng Shui Grand Masters and in the old days and
even now in Asia, you would need to employ a specialist Feng Shui Grand Master to call at
your home or business where they would come along with a specialist zhuanke (seal carver)
who would spend many hours carving the secret inscriptions on to the square earth plate in
to a Lo Shu grid relevant for the Ding You year and would be carved on a large piece of
translucent emerald-green Jade. The seal carver (zhuanke) and Feng Shui Master was
traditionally hired by emperors and the very wealthy and was seen as a symbol of great
wealth and power and this took many years of studying to perfect this specialist art form. To
create this enhancer and cure you need a square (earth element shape) made from a strong
earth element that must be smooth on one side and rippled on the other combined with a
yuan bao wealth ingot, i-ching coins and quartz crystals that are used to deflect sui and the
three killings that visit the east in 2017.
This is an extremely powerful enhancer and said to create wealth and also prevent its loss
and avoid bad luck in 2017.
The most crucial part of this cure and enhancer is the thought form clear quartz crystals
which are used to draw in the #8 star energy and permeate to the other eight palaces of the
lou shu making this a very powerful enhancer and one that we have gone to lengths creating
and sourcing the correct elements which took us over two years.

This is one of the most powerful and commanding cure and enhancer for wealth, health,
relationships and protection and because this cure is very important for wealth in 2017 we
included it standard in all our 2017 cures and enhancers kits. If you follow this link you will
find full details 2017 flying star analysis follow this link.
To enhance romance for the Pig in 2017:
Romance, academic and creative studies can be enhanced in the northeast (#4 star) and east
(#8 star) of your home, click here for further details. Whilst this #4 star is very auspicious,
without the necessary cures, the #4 star can bring both wanted and unwanted romantic
opportunities to the household if the correct cures are not put in place especially if you have
a main entrance or an important room like a master bedroom or living room.
The east also has a powerful #8 romance star although this can be troublesome if cures are
not placed and this is caused by the #8 clashing with Sui Po and the three killings In the east
palace in 2017 and this area of a home or office needs a very special Talisman to
counterbalance the #8 Annual star meeting Sui Po and the three killings. To enhance
romance and career in 2017 place a Xin Xiang Shi Cheng Wish and Romance enhancer in the
northeast of your home or business, you should also introduce some water colours like
shades of blue, black, grey and you can introduce these colours with a doormat, rug, cushion
cover, sofa throw, curtains or similar, it really is very easy to do.
Make sure you follow the 2017 Flying Star (Xuan Kong) recommendations. If your office or
bedroom is located in one of the directions mentioned, please be aware that in the months of
April, August, October and November 2017 you should make sure you at least place a Six
Chinese i-ching coins In a row tied in a row with red ribbon for these months especially if
you are not in good health or very stressed and especially for the eldest male or any male of a
home or business.
Avoiding bad luck in 2017
As we have the #2 black star enter the northwest of the lo shu in 2017 and special cures and
enhancers are needed more than ever but at the very least to help disperse the negative
effects, you should hang a set of six Chinese coins tied with red ribbon and a salt water cure
in the northwest and south of your home or office this year to control the #5 and #2 stars.
For full details on 2017 flying star analysis follow this link. This is very important in
2017 especially if you have a main door, bedroom, office, lounge or other important room in
the northwest, south, west or southwest.
This is just a small part of what you can do to ensure 2017 will be a good year and to further
enhance 2017 check out the monthly almanac, flying stars and animal predictions as
it not only recommends good and bad days to carry out certain tasks, it will also advise if it is
good for your animal sign.
If you would like to be informed in advance of the monthly, annual and fixed flying stars
giving you the ultimate control of your home or business, you should consider our 2017
advanced Feng Shui software; it is used by thousands of Feng Shui Masters, Practitioners
and students throughout the world. Combining this with our new incredible and extremely
powerful Tong Shu Almanac date selection software this will make 2017 a better year indeed.
The Three Killings – east (52.5-127.5) –
It is important that you try not to make any form of noisy renovations or re-decorative work
in the east part of your house or office between February 3rd 2017 and February 3rd 2018.
You should not disturb the ground by digging holes, digging foundations or conduct any

maintenance work with any noisy equipment in this area inside or outside your property or
garden. If you have no option but to perform work in the east, I would advise that you place a
6 Metal rod wind chime in the east in 2017 around the time the work is being carried out.
This is the worst out of all the annual afflictions and in our home and business we take this
very seriously as in our 36 years’ experience with Feng Shui we have seen some pretty nasty
events from this energy when disturbed.
There are also another two other rules that you should follow regarding the Three Killings in
2017. Firstly, if you are moving your desk around this year, never sit with your back towards
the west, it is better to face east instead.
If your front door faces the east in 2017, you should take care as to not slam the door as the
Three Killings can be a lot more settled if the door is opened and shut calmly; this also
applies to internal doors and definitely the case if the east has a children’s bedroom located
here. The traditional cure is to place a Huo Zai Dragon and Ru Yi along with a Caiyuan
Guang Jin Master Cure in the east this year. The Huo Zai Dragon can help avoid a lot of
problems that can be brought on when the Three Killings visit the east and as we also have
Sui Po located here in 2017, it is vital that this area is kept calm and protected with the
relevant Cures and Enhancers. The Huo Zai Dragon really is a beautiful and powerful cure
especially as it is one of the most traditional cures in Feng Shui. You can also place a pair of
Fu Dogs or a Ba Gua Mirror here also.
If you need to urgently carry out repairs to your home or office in the east during the year of
the Yin Fire Rooster, you should place a six hollow metal rod wind chime between the
buildings and where the work is being carried out and ideally you should contact a
professional Feng Shui Consultant to select an auspicious date to start the work or you can
use our Tong Shu software.
Tai Sui (The Grand Duke of Jupiter) - west (262.5º - 277.5º)
Like the Three Killings, Tai Sui does not like to be disturbed either. The effects of Tai Sui can
be good or bad depending on the annual flying stars that coincide with its location and in
2017, we also have the visiting Chen 3 Jade (Lu Cun Xing) wood star in the west which can
cause problems if not treated correctly.
If your property or front door faces west in 2017, you must try to avoid the doors from
slamming when entering or leaving your home or office. You should avoid digging or
renovating your property in this area at all costs in 2017 if possible. If you have an office or
shop door in the west this year, I would recommend installing a soft close attachment if
possible and if you have children in your home, try to keep these doors from being slammed.
The traditional Chinese method to appease Tai Sui is to place a Yi Bai Fu Mian Qi Sheng Chi
Talisman and Tang Jie Tai Sui gold plated plaque for 2017 to pay respect and appease the
Deity. By paying respect to Grand Duke of Jupiter, we can weaken or avoid the problems this
can bring. This is really important this year and we have included the yi Bai Fu Mian qi
talisman and Tang Jie Tai Sui plaque in all our annual cures and enhancers kits. In 2017, the
ruling Tai Sui is great general Tang Jie who is one of 60 heavenly generals. The Tai Sui
plaque is plated in gold to represent wealth and was specially made for 2017, year of the Yin
Fire Rooster to be placed in the west. The magnetic hematite is used to represent earth which
creates a cycle of earth feeding Metal to enhance wealth in the west in the year of the
Rooster.
Sui Po (Year Breaker) - east (82.5º - 97.5º)

Sui Po year breaker occupies the division directly opposite Tai Sui Grand Duke, which for
2017 is east and is also the location of the Three Killings for the Yin Wood Rooster year. You
should treat this area the same as the other annual afflictions with no ground-breaking work,
renovations or any noisy activities. If disturbed this area can and usually will cause
immediate health problems especially with regards to the elderly, so please be very careful.
Traditionally to appease Sui Po in a Rooster year you need to display a Caiyuan Guang Jin
Master Cure and Huo Zai Dragon and Ru Yi which we have included in all of our 2017 Cures
and Enhancers kits.
If you have to carry out work or emergency repairs in the east, place a 6 Metal rod wind
chime between the buildings and where the work is being carried out and ideally you should
contact a professional Feng Shui Practitioner to select an auspicious date to start the work or
consult our Tong Shu date selection software.
The annual five yellow star- south (157.5-202.5)
The annual five yellow star has flown to the south in 2017. As we have the Annual #5 yellow
enter the south in 2017 we have the inherent fire energy of the south feeding the visiting
energy of the #5 earth star which can amplify all of the problems that the #5 is known to
bring such as sickness, lawsuits and major loss of wealth so it is vital that the south has as
much protection as possible. It is highly recommended not to disturb the south of your home
or business with noisy activities, renovations or maintenance work. When disturbed, the Five
Yellow can bring disaster, sickness, lawsuit and major loss of wealth so please be very careful
in the south in 2017 as it is very afflicted. You must place Six Chinese i-ching coins in a row ,
a six rod hollow metal wind chime and a salt water cure in the south to avoid the problems
that are associated the #5 yellow disaster star in 2017.
Please do not start panicking if you have a bedroom or office that is located in the south, west
or east in 2017, just start preparing to place your 2017 cures and enhancers kit as of the 3rd
February 2017 to ensure a trouble free year and also cleanse any old cures that you will be
reusing this year, and of course make sure you sign up for our free newsletter so you are kept
up to date with the monthly flying stars giving you even more control of your destiny. To give
you even better control, use our advanced Feng Shui 2017 software as this gives advanced
analysis of every home or office facing any direction in any part of the world.

Visit the pages below for further details on 2017 Chinese New Year etc.
Chinese New Year 2017 ** Checklist for Chinese New Year 2017 ** How to
make your own Ang Pow **Chinese Talismans for 2017 ** Chinese animal
predictions for 2017 ** Flying star Xuan Kong 2017 ** Avoid the fury of
the Grand Duke, three killing 2017 ** Chinese New Year world time
converter 2017 ** 2017 Cures and enhancers kits ** How to take a
compass reading ** How to determine your facing direction ** Feng Shui
software ** Feng Shui resource ** 2017 Tong Shu Almanac
Software ** Feng Shui Blog ** Chinese culture **

Are you really prepared for 2017?
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